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OBJECTIVES

METHODS

FINDINGS

The main objective of this research is to provide an independent, quantitative basis for information and communication 
strategies targeting Syrian refugees and host communities in the Middle East. This research was commissioned by CFI, as a sub-
contractor of Expertise France in the frame of the EU Qudra program (Resilience for Syrian refugees, IDPs and host communities in 
response to the Syrian and Iraqi crises). Its results can also feed the actions of other stakeholders providing support to Syrian refugees 
and host communities in the region, such as UN agencies, local and international NGOs, and host country authorities involved in the 
response crisis.   

This report presents the result of a quantitative survey carried out in March 2017 using a representative sample of 1104 
individuals (Syrian refugees and host community members over 12 years old), weighted for location, gender and age, across the three 
main host countries for Syrian refugees (Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey). Some results are presented aggregated on this whole population 
(with a ratio of 70% Syrian refugees / 30% of host communities), while others are presented in a segregated way (refugees compared to 
host communities), or by various other break-downs mentioned throughout the report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Finding 1

Finding 2

Both Syrian refugees and host communities are well equipped in terms of media and means of communication (92% have access 
to television, 97% to phones and 56% to internet), sometimes through ad hoc means (shared dishes, shared internet subscriptions, 
use of a relative’s phone, etc.). 
They are intensive users, spending about two and a half hours per day on television and the same on the internet. The more 
educated, richer segments follow various kinds of news, cross-check, are members of numerous Facebook communities, and spread 
information themselves. But even at the other end, among the poorer and the less educated, very few people are completely 
disconnected. 

Satellite television, whose use is almost universal, is a major entertainment tool in terms of time spent: families put cartoons for 
their children and watch movies, musical videos and series. It is also widely used for news, with a few pan-Arab channels dominating 
the landscape (Al Jazeera, Al Arabiya, Al Hadath), but also use of some host country channels (particularly Al Jadeed in Lebanon) 
and pro-revolution Syrian channels (particularly Orient).
Internet is less pervasive, but still very significant for a large proportion of the population, who are connected on social media 
(over half on WhatsApp, over a third on Facebook) and use the network for private chat, entertainment and information, especially 
on the numerous existing Syrian community pages or information portals. On the contrary, radio usage is low and limited to particular 
circumstances (absence of electricity, in transportation, etc.): to a large extent, it has been replaced by television and/or internet. 

Finding 3
There is a lot of humanitarian information circulating, both on official channels (official SMS, outreach teams, direct 
visits to offices, national announcements, etc.) and unofficial channels (a burgeoning, ever-changing world of Facebook pages and 
groups with tips and announcements, of SMS or messages being re-forwarded and re-published, of rumours or facts spread by word 
of mouth). 
But this information is not coordinated in a systematic manner by actors, and people in need still lack accurate 
information on various issues. They are often forced to rely on unofficial sources, or do not trust fully the information they have. 
Moreover, in many cases the only way to obtain information is to go personally to the relevant institution or office, which is sometimes 
a barrier. 
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Finding 6

Finding 4

Traditional, non-media sources, such as informal local leaders, have a limited influence. The shawish play a role in 
information sharing (on humanitarian distributions, education etc.) in rural environments, especially in Informal Tented Settlements. 
But in towns or cities, there is no particular intermediary between the household (or sometimes even the individual) and the information 
flow. Some religious leaders, accessed either on media / social media or locally, are regarded with sympathy, but in general they do 
not have a particular impact on the circulation of practical humanitarian information. 
On the contrary, word of mouth is ubiquitous, in a horizontal manner between equal people, with bits of information on 
humanitarian issues being transferred (and sometimes distorted), either orally or through phone or internet, in circles of variable 
scales (neighbours in a particular neighbourhood, Syrian refugees of one host country, chains of relatives scattered in different 
places, Syrian refugees from the same town in Syria).

Despite their popularity and almost universal reach, mainstream media, especially television, are not much used 
for humanitarian information strategies targeting Syrian refugees and host communities. Apart from items that may come up in the 
general news digests, especially on host country channels (a decision by a Ministry of Interior regarding refugees’ registration, or 
news about incidents, for example), there is little institutional, practical messaging. 
Although this research did not include interviews with the concerned stakeholders, several possible reasons can be contemplated: 
the large geographical reach of media (but some of them would allow for reasonably targeted messaging), the fact that they reach not 
only Syrian refugees but also host populations (but some messages can concern both groups), and possibly cultural and/or political 
sensitiveness against airing messages for refugees on national media. 

Finding 5
Syrian refugees mostly access information on UNHCR procedures, some administrative requirements (residency), monthly cash 
aids (for example the optical recognition system in Jordan1 ) and some national campaigns (notably on education for children). One 
of the important vectors on these issues is SMS. Their access to intermediate and local levels of information, such 
as occasional humanitarian distributions, vocational trainings, housing or work opportunities, and health, is more incomplete and 
fragmented, relying on personal, sometimes informal interaction with NGO staff or relevant employers or landlords. Community 
pages on Facebook (mostly at the host city level, and in some cases for a whole country or even for Syrians in general) partly fill 
the gap and play an important role, for instance on study and job opportunities, emigration and visas. But they do not reach the less 
educated, poorer, older segments, and they are also a catalyser of rumours, distortions and frauds.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Strategic Recommendations

Information for Syrian refugees and host communities should be organized in a more integrated and systematic way, 
coordinating the various concerned actors and spreading messages on various parallel communication channels, 
including media, with an effort to distinguish more clearly official information from rumours. 
Because of important differences between host countries (affecting for example the legal status of Syrian refugees, the political 
environment, the media structure, etc.), information campaigns should be adapted at the country level (if not 
sometimes at the regional or local levels), even if designed for the whole Middle East. 
A key point to improve information strategies is to provide the needed elements at the adequate level, and to ensure that 
there is vertical integration between them, by ensuring that lists of recipients are shared and merged (upstream and downstream), 
by passing the messages at the most relevant level and when needed by spreading the same message, with a consistent and 
recognizable identity, at various levels through different channels. 

1 Colloquially referred to as basme ‘ayn, the “eye-print” 
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Operational Recommendations
Some of the following recommendations are actionable by CFI, while others are listed as more general perspectives (for Qudra 
and/or other stakeholders):  
1. Set up special informative and debating programs targeting Syrian refugees and vulnerable host communities 

on mainstream media (mostly television). Some of these programs could be interactive. Because of its scale and audience (at 
the level of a host country, watched by both Syrian refugees and host communities), this media channel is key in promoting 
social cohesion. Programs could tackle nation-wide issues such as work status, registration procedures, education or 
relations between refugees and host communities. They may take the form of studio debates with calls or ground reports and 
round tables in particularly concerned areas. In order to avoid backlash effects, they should be practical and result-oriented 
rather than advocative, include as early possible in the design phase host country authorities of various levels (along 
with Syrian refugees and host communities), focus on local situations and avoid commenting the Syrian crisis itself. 

2. Ensure vertical integration and distribution of tasks across the various levels of information (global 
/ Middle East / host country / city / neighbourhood or town):

• At the local level (town or neighbourhood): work opportunities housing and local humanitarian distributions can 
be advertised at this level for example, with a mix of personal visits, outreach teams, posters, calls and sometimes 
a role for informal leaders

• At the city or region level: vocational training, health and some registration for example, through local phone 
number databases for SMS, some local media, Facebook community pages and groups at the city or region level.

• At the national level: main legislative issues, media programmes fostering social cohesion, higher studies 
or preventive health for example, on host country channels or some Syrian channels, systematic SMS, main 
websites, Facebook pages and groups (“Syrians in Jordan”, etc.). 

• At the Middle-East or larger level: emigration issues for example, on some host country TV channels with a 
regional audience, some Syrian channels or information websites, pan-Arab TV channels 

The existing media scene being already rich and diversified (including numerous donor-supported Syrian media or 
web initiatives), there is no need to create new outlets. But messages have to be well-targeted, for example on 
channels that are popular and trusted among both Syrian refugees and host communities, on channels that reach a 
particular region, host country or segment (e.g. the less educated, the Kurds, etc.), avoiding outlets that have a very 
limited audience or an overly divisive political stance. 
Target each segment according to its capacities and needs, by paying attention to the type of channel used 
(different media reach different people, in different ways), the content (different categories have different priorities) and 
the location (by country, but also by region and type of accommodation). 
Set up a secured, multi-channel, visually and orally identifiable certificate for information, in order to differentiate 
direct, official messages from recycled and possibly distorted pieces (or outright frauds). The certificate should be as 
unified as possible, across actors and information channels (television, internet, social media, SMS, etc.).
Strike wholesale deals with telecom operators, particularly in Lebanon, in order to remedy cost-crunch effects 
threatening Syrian refugees’ connectivity, and to provide or subsidize universal, low-cost, minimum mobile data 
packages and/or smartphone devices.
Improve and upgrade the existing SMS information systems, by including more actors (beyond UNHCR and some 
UN agencies), by integrating local phone numbers’ databases kept by NGOs, by filtering recipients and personalizing 
messages, and by using dual technology or links (basic message readable on simple phones / more elaborate contents 
displayed on internet-connected smartphones or by following a link). 

3.

4.

6.

5.

7.
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Possible points of action for CFI
1. Use extensively the Syrian Facebook community pages and groups by host city (or host country when relevant) 

to disseminate information, especially on matters most relevant to Facebook users (who tend to be more male, 
younger and more educated than the average), such as work opportunities, scholarships, studies or vocational 
trainings. Various formats can be used (text, pictures, videos), but it is important to distinguish them from rumours 
through a specific and harmonized signature or certificate (or by using specific, difficult to imitate video or graphic 
visuals identities). Rather than adding new pages to an already burgeoning landscape, coordinate, certify and 
circulate contents on the most popular existing addresses. 

2. Seek partnerships with mainstream media (mostly TV channels) that are both popular among Syrian refugees and 
host country nationals, such as Al Jadeed (Lebanon) and Ro’ya (Jordan) in order to convey more general messages 
that should reach a broad audience in terms of profiles and places, such as registration and administrative procedures 
or social cohesion. Syrian opposition media (mainly Orient and Aleppo Today) have gained an impressive audience 
in a few years, but almost only among Syrian refugees. Partnering with them requires to be aware of their political 
affiliations.   

3. Seek partnerships with particular personalities that are popular among Syrian refugees and / or host communities 
(for example Hussam Orfali in Turkey, or Mohammed al Wakeel in Jordan), in order to give a face to messages. 
Such personalities can carry messages on various channels (radio, TV channels, videos on social media, Facebook 
pages, etc.). Their branding can help authenticating the information, as well as explaining complex matters 
(administrative procedures for example) in a pedagogical way. Having the same person convey various messages 
over time can also help beneficiaries identify and memorize the source of information. 

4. Do not focus on radio as its usage is low compared to other channels of information, except if a significant 
audience is proven in a particular case, or if voluntarily targeting situations in which radio retains an audience, such 
as public transports, electricity cuts, older people, Quran or music listening. 

5. Target the medium-level segment, by playing a harmonization role in the information produced and disseminated 
by international and national NGOs, for example by trying to extend to this level the phone database / SMS system 
successfully used by UN agencies at a bigger scale, and connecting it to media / social media actions (online 
registration of personal phone, media-advertised ways to register a phone number for particular aid sectors, etc.). 
This level and this mix of information channels is particularly relevant for the most fragile segments (poorer, less 
educated, less internet-literate, older people, especially among Syrian refugees), on proximity issues (for example 
humanitarian distributions, housing or health)
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INTRODUCTION1
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The Syrian crisis is entering its sixth year with a record number of five million refugee scattered mostly in the neighbouring countries of 
Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey. Most of them live outside the official refugee camps, in various urban settings and sometimes in informal tented 
settlements (ITS) or other informal accommodation. 

With the Regional Trust Fund MADAD, expected to reach about 1 billion euros in 2017, the European Union is supporting at a very 
large scale the longer-term resilience needs of Syrian refugees and host communities in neighbouring countries. 
The Qudra Programme is financed in majority by MADAD (70 million euros over 2016-2019) and the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), with the German Agency for Cooperation (GIZ) as leading implementing agency, and the 
participation of Expertise France (EF) and the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID). The general objective of 
Qudra is to build the resilience of Syrian refugees, IDPs and host communities in response to the Syrian and Iraqi crises with the following 
specific objectives:

CFI has been designated by Expertise France to take charge of the “information management and sharing” aspect of the third 
objective (greater social cohesion) of this project. This component of the project may contribute to improve the circulation of information 
between service providers (UN agencies, local authorities, NGOs, etc.) and the Syrian refugees as well as vulnerable host communities. 

Initial studies have been conducted by CFI in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon at the beginning of 2016. Altai Consulting was commissioned 
in January 2017 by CFI to conduct the present quantitative survey with the objective of specifying and quantifying the needs of refugees and 
neighbouring host communities in terms of information sources, information needs and gaps as well as the major media channels used and 
favoured by these communities. The project aims to deliver practical and understandable information to Syrian refugees, for fostering their 
actual access to services to which they are entitled.

Map 1: General context map2

• Better school facilities;
• Vocational trainings;
• Greater social cohesion;
• More efficient local administration;
• Enhanced supra-regional dialogue between the refugees and host communities;

 2 Main areas of concentration for Syrian refugees / official refugee camps 
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• This representative survey was conducted in March 2017 on 1104 respondents in three countries (Jordan, 
Lebanon, Turkey), of whom 70% were refugees and 30% members of host communities 

• The geographical regions targeted in this research account for over 60% of the Syrian refugees in these countries 
• The quantitative questionnaires (Syrian refugees / host communities) were designed and tested through a 

qualitative research phase (FGDs in the main regions of research)
• Data was collected with a real-time online centralization and monitoring 
• The whole data has been reweighted ex-post to reflect the documented demographic structure of the Syrian 

refugee population (gender, age, location) 
• The sample is also diversified in terms of mother tongue, educational levels, types of accommodation

KEY TAKEAWAYS

METHODOLOGY2
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Prior to starting the quantitative survey, the research team (international consultants) travelled to the three countries of this study to conduct 
FGDs with Syrian refugees and host communities in various regions. These FGDs consisted of discussions with three to 
five individuals from each community, with particular attention paid to taking into account the views of a diverse group of respondents in 
terms of age, gender, kind of accommodation (camp, unfinished housing or apartment/house) and educational levels.

The interviewers used open-ended FGD guidelines that allowed them to obtain exhaustive and detailed answers. This phase was designed 
in order to identify the main areas of concern, the spectrum of possible answers and to guide and adjust the design of quantitative 
questionnaires.

2.2. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Map 2: Locations of Focus Group Discussion

The main objective of this research is to assess the media equipment and installations of Syrian refugees and host communities, 
as well as the use they make of them and the media behaviours of these communities. This research also explored the main 
information channels used by Syrian refugees and host communities to get relevant information regarding humanitarian support, 
legal and integration issues as well as basic-services provision.

The specific objectives of the research are to understand, quantify and analyse the main trends and contrasts across various groups 
of individuals regarding:

• The relative importance of various information channels and beyond, the specific sources 
(preferred TV channels, radio stations, websites, Facebook pages or groups) for various kinds of 
contents and news; 

• The levels of trust and perception for the various media and non-media sources used;
• The information which is already available to refugees, and the information gaps, regarding 

available humanitarian support, their legal status in host countries and questions of integration and 
basic-services provision;

2.1. OBJECTIVES 
2.1.1. MAIN OBJECTIVE

2.1.2. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
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Lebanon

Bekaa Province 

7 FGDs

Akkar/North 
Province 

9 FGDs

Jordan

Amman 
Province

4 FGDs

North Province

3 FGDs

Turkey

Gaziantep

25 FGDs

Table 1: Conducted FGDs

Two questionnaires were designed: one for Syrian refugees and one for host communities (strictly defined for this survey as the 
host country nationals living in the same areas as Syrian refugees). The two questionnaires were mostly similar, except for questions 
concerning only Syrian refugees (arrival date, information on UNHCR registration or residency, etc.), in order to allow for aggregation 
and comparison between these two groups. 
The main sections of the questionnaire were as follows3 :

The teams of interviewers always favoured conducting interviews inside the houses of the interviewees. This interview-
setting allowed for the interviewee to be at ease and disposed to take the necessary time to answer all the questions. It also allowed 
the interviewers to directly observe some socio-economic and media information.

The interviewers administered the survey on tablets or smartphones, with consistency checks and GPS position recording. The 
questionnaires were immediately centralized and checked by the project management across various parameters (quotas, interview’s 
duration, consistency between answers and across interviewers, etc.). With this system, the research team was able to guide the 
interviewers, clarify the meaning of certain questions when needed and correct possible mistakes.  

2.3. QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH 
2.3.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE  

2.3.2. DATA COLLECTION, MANAGEMENT AND REAL-TIME MONITORING

1. General socio-economic profile (location, family situation, accommodation, education, revenues, etc.) 
2. Media equipment of the household (TV, phone, radio, internet, etc.) 
3. Media use and behaviours, including preferences, trust, time spent, etc., interest for various kinds of news, 

on mainstream media and on the internet and social media 
4. Sources of information used by Syrian refugees and host communities for issues relating to various 

humanitarian and administrative sectors (distributions, education, health, residency, etc.), including information 
gaps, misunderstandings and cases of wrong information

Picture 1: Questionnaire used by interviewers on smartphones or tablets

3 The complete questionnaires are available in section 8.4
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Figure 1: Data collection, management and real-time monitoring

All interviewers received a one-day training by the international consultants, with explanation of all the questions and practise. In 
each country, international consultants accompanied the enumerators for the first two days of fieldwork, in order to check that each of 
them was asking the questions and registering the answers in the correct way. 

2.3.3. DATA COLLECTION 

2.3.3.1. Jordan 
Data was collected in Jordan by Altai Consulting’s local partner MRO (Market Research Organization)4 , from March 11 to 
March 23, 2017. MRO has about three decades of experience in gathering quantitative data in Jordan for both profit and non-
profit organizations and relies on a team of permanent, professional interviewers and supervisors. The team mobilized on this 
project comprised seven persons (interviewer, coordinator and supervisor), composed of two men and five women. 

Picture 2: Data collection in Jordan

4  http://mrocompany.com 
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2.3.3.2. Lebanon 

2.3.3.3. Turkey 

Data was collected in Lebanon by two teams of interviewers directly managed by Altai Consulting, from 
March 9 to March 20, 2017: 

Data was collected in Turkey by Altai Consulting’s local partner Kulvar Arastirma5  from March 9 to 
March 19, 2017, by a team of 11 interviewers (6 females, 5 males), mostly bilingual Arabic/Turkish. The training 
was organized in Gaziantep and then the teams were dispatched to the various provinces of research (Gaziantep, 
Hatay, Sanliurfa, Istanbul).   

On the basis of UNHCR district-level data for these two regions (number of Syrian refugees in each district), 
proportional quotas were allocated at the sub-regional level (unlike Jordan and Turkey, where UNHCR data is 
available only at the regional level) and the following districts were surveyed:

1. One team for Bekaa (two men and two women) 
2. One team for the North, Tripoli and Akkar (two men and two women)  

1. Bekaa: Bar Ilias, Qab Ilias, Baalbek, Western Bekaa
2. North: Akkar, Tripoli (Al Baddaoui, Al Qobe and Al Zaitouna).

5 http://www.kulvararastirma.com

In order to mirror as closely as possible the characteristics of the Syrian refugee population, the sample was based on the 
demographic data available. Three criteria, namely age, gender and region, were retained. Other dimensions of diversity 
among this population, such as mother tongue, religion and rural / urban settings were taken into account (see section 2.5) but not 
used as quotas because of lack of comprehensive and reliable baseline data. The distribution of Syrian refugees inside regions or 
provinces, at the district level, was also unfortunately not available in a systematic manner.

2.4. QUOTAS AND RE-WEIGHTING 

Country  Province Population  

Proportion of 
total Syrian 
refugee 
population in 
the three 
countries 
considered6  

Proportion 
on 100% 

JO7 Mafraq 158,585 3.5% 5.7% 

JO Irbid 135,535 3.0% 4.8% 

JO Zarqa 108,826 2.4% 3.9% 

JO Amman 177,070 3.9% 6.3% 

LB8 North Lebanon 252,369 5.5% 9.0% 

LB Bekaa 361,104 7.9% 12.9% 

TR9 Istanbul 478,350 10.4% 17.1% 

TR Gaziantep 329,596 7.2% 11.8% 

TR Sanliurfa 419,770 9.2% 15.0% 

TR Hatay 383,713 8.4% 13.7% 

Total  2,804,918 61.3% 100.0% 

 

                                            
6 4,578,647 as of March 15, 2017. Source: UNHCR Syria Regional Refugee Response 

7 Source: UNHCR Syria Regional Refugee Response, March 15, 2017  

8 Source: UNHCR Syria Regional Refugee Response, December 31, 2016 

9 Source: DGMM (Directorate General of Migration Management), Turkey, March 16, 2017  

Table 2: Real weights by location

6 4,578,647 as of March 15, 2017. Source: UNHCR Syria Regional Refugee Response
7 Source: UNHCR Syria Regional Refugee Response, March 15, 2017 
8 Source: UNHCR Syria Regional Refugee Response, December 31, 2016
9 Source: DGMM (Directorate General of Migration Management), Turkey, March 16, 2017 
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These 10 areas concentrate over 60% of the total population of Syrian refugees in Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey, which 
in turn represent over 90% of the Syrian refugees in the Middle East (smaller host countries include Iraq and Egypt, with both less than 
300,000 Syrian refugees). 
This distribution by region is then combined with UNHCR data on gender and age: 

 12 to 17 
female  

12 to 17 
male 

18 to 59 
female 

18 to 59 
male 

over 60 
female  

over 60 
male  date  source 

Jordan 10.5% 11.0% 37.7% 34.7% 3.5% 2.6% 15-Mar-17 UNHCR 

Lebanon 11.1% 11.6% 41.3% 31.3% 2.6% 2.1% 31-Dec-16 UNHCR 

Turkey 9.7% 11.4% 33.7% 40.4% 2.4% 2.3% 6-Mar-15 UNHCR 

 

10 Computed for a confidence interval of 95%, on a typical question with two answers possible and a 70%/30% distribution of answers 

These quotas by gender and age are not published by region, but only by country. They were therefore evenly applied to each host country 
and computed on the basis of 1000 interviews, with minor corrections (minimums and maximums to avoid very small and very big cohorts), 
to obtain a complete set of targets on 120 sub-categories (10 regions, 2 genders and 3 age groups, for refugees / host communities), which 
is available in section 8.3.1.1. 

The demographics of host population are of course different. However, this survey does not target a representative sample of 
Jordanians, Lebanese or Turks, but rather focuses on Syrian refugees and their immediate neighbours among nationals of host 
countries. Therefore, the same quotas were applied to this latter category. The results presented below are therefore representative of the 
population of Syrian refugees and of host country nationals living in the same places, with the same demographic structure (gender and 
age), but not of the host populations in general.

The total number of interviews achieved, with the usual marginal variations linked to data collection (over-shooting of quotas in 
some cases) and some particular challenges detailed in section 2.7), is 1104 (the complete tables of achieved interviews are 
available in section 8.3.1.2).

This database of 1104 observations was brought back in line with the above-mentioned known demographic data, by applying a set of 
120 weighting coefficients (one per sub-category). The complete tables of coefficients and the computation method are presented 
in section 8.3.1.3. All charts presented in this report, other than those presented in this section on methodology or if mentioned otherwise, 
are based on the re-weighted data.

2.5. MARGIN OF ERROR 
The general margin of error10 on this survey is 2.7%. On sub-groups, the following margins of error apply:

Table 3: Quotas by gender and age (at country level)

Table 4: Margins of error

R: Refugees 

HC: Host 
communities 

All countries Jordan Lebanon Turkey 

R HC R HC R HC R HC 

Sample size 782 322 264 102 193 113 325 107 

Margin of error 3.2% 5.0% 5.5% 8.9% 6.5% 8.4% 5.0% 8.7% 
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2.6. DIVERSITY OF THE SAMPLE 
Beyond the precise quotas in terms of location, age and gender described in section 2.4, particular attention was paid to representing the 
whole variety of the Syrian refugees, and a comparable variety among host communities, across the set of variables detailed 
below.

Inside the 10 selected regions, Syrian refugees and host communities were interviewed in 23 different districts belonging to 
the 10 regions selected. In Lebanon, existing UNHCR data at district level allowed for sub-quotas. In Jordan and Turkey, particular 
attention was paid to diversifying the locations (urban/rural) in each region. Surveyors covered several areas in each district (three 
different quarters of Amman for example, two different towns in Zarqa district, etc.). 

2.6.1. LOCATIONS 

Map 3: Locations surveyed

Chart 1: Age pyramid of sampled population11  (refugees/host communities)

2.6.2. DETAILED AGE GROUPS
Beyond the requested quotas (three age classes), respondents ranged from all sub-groups from teenagers to older 
people in order to capture the whole spectrum of possible media and information behaviours.

 
 

20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15

12 to 15

16 to 17

18 to 22

23 to 26

27 to 30

31 to 34

35 to 39

40 to 45

46 to 55

over 56

Male Female

11  Data is presented unweighted in this section describing the sample itself. Weighted results apply in the following analysis sections, unless mentioned otherwise
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Chart 2: Refugees’ main first language (refugees only)

2.6.3. LANGUAGE
The vast majority of the sample are native Arabic speakers, as is the Syrian population in general, but the Turkmen and 
Kurdish minorities are also represented, especially in Turkey where most of them emigrated, as well as a few Armenian and 
Syriac speakers (exceptions in the sample, as well as in the Syrian refugee population). 

 
 

100% 97%
83%

1%
11%

2%

6%

0.3%0.5%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Jordan Lebanon Turkey

Arabic Kurdish Turkish / Turkmen Syriac/Asyrian/Aramaic Armenian

2.6.4. REGIONS OF ORIGIN
Refugees from all Syrian regions were interviewed. Aleppo, Homs and Dar’a are particularly well represented because 
they are numerous respectively in South-East Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan (and for Aleppo, because of its sheer numerical 
importance, with an estimated pre-crisis population of about 5 million inhabitants, almost a quarter of the total Syrian population). 
Provinces such as Tartous and Lattakia are under-represented among refugees because they are relatively safer and more 
pro-regime. Quneitra and As-Sweyda are among the least populated regions, which is naturally reflected in the sample. Deir-e-
Zor and Raqqa (Eastern, Bedouin, Daash-occupied regions) are probably slightly under-represented in the sample. However, 
the absence of demographic data on Syrian refugees’ regions of origin rules out re-weighting on this variable.

Map 4: Refugees’ regions of origin (refugees only)
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Chart 3: Education levels (refugees/host communities)

Map 5: Diversity of accommodation settings in the sample (whole population)
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2.6.6. ACCOMMODATION 
This survey included various categories of Syrian refugees in terms of type of accommodation. In particular, respondents 
from Informal Tented Settlements in Lebanon and Jordan, and of official refugee camps in Jordan and Turkey, were included. 

2.6.5. EDUCATIONAL LEVELS 
The education levels represented in the sample reflect the variety of the Syrian refugees, with however an underrepresentation 
of post-secondary graduates12 , which probably reflects the real situation since university graduates tended to emigrate 
more towards Europe.  

12 12,4% of the Syrian population over 25 years old in 2009, World Bank Data 
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Focus box 1: Official and informal camps
There are three main official refugee camps in Jordan (Zaatari, Azraq and Mrajeeb Al Fhood), but the majority of Syrian refugees (about 80%) 
live outside the camps, in towns and cities mostly in the North of the country. Zaatari was opened in July 2012 with the start of the influx of 
refugees from Syria. It soon became the biggest camp in the country with a population of about 80,000. 
In Turkey, as of January 2017 there were around 254,834 refugees residing in 22 camps, managed by the Turkish government and located 
in the South-East of the country, near the Syrian border. However, the vast majority of Syrian refugees (about 90%) live outside camps, with 
host communities.
There are no official refugee camps in Lebanon. All refugees have to rent their own accommodation. A large number live in unfinished 
buildings or in informal tented settlements (ITS) on agricultural land. Refugees either directly pay for rent or more frequently offer their work 
in exchange for staying. The refugees who can afford it rent regular accommodation in the cities. There are also some ITS in Jordan and 
Turkey, but in a much lower proportion.

2.6.7. SYRIAN REFUGEES AND HOST COMMUNITIES 
The data presented in this report, when not segregated or mentioned otherwise (refugees only, for example), always includes the 
same proportion of refugees and host community members (70% / 30%). This proportion has been designed 
in order to give results on this composite population, living in the same areas and with partially comparable needs, with a mix that 
reflects what humanitarian actors and local authorities usually retain as the right proportion of beneficiaries. This proportion is 
constant across host countries. 

Chart 4: Syrian refugees and host community members’ representation in the sample13 

 
 

Refugees; 
70.8%

Host 
community 
members; 

29.2%

The main challenge was accessing official refugee camps. In Turkey (Gaziantep, Hatay and Sanliurfa), the impossibility of 
conducting research inside the camps was partially mitigated by two steps: 

2.7. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS

1. Interviews were conducted with camps’ residents, but outside their perimeter (in shops, restaurants, etc., with camp 
residents who go out for work, shopping, family visits or other motives) 

2. Some interviews were also conducted over the phone, with respondents present in the camp at the moment of the 
interview and the enumerator outside

13 Re-weighted data

Throughout the report, data is presented in Euros. The exchange rates prevailing at the time of fieldwork or at the concerned date were 
used (see section 8.4). 

In both cases, the data collected is slightly less complete (no direct observation of the accommodation, the economic level or media 
equipment by the interviewer, for example). These particular circumstances prevented in some cases the completion of 
quotas notably for female respondents, teenagers and elderly, who tend to exit the camps or answer the phone less readily than adult 
men. These difficulties explain the high re-weighting coefficient detailed in section 2.6, for example on teenagers in Sanliurfa. 
In Jordan (Zaatari camp), authorization of access was obtained and the quotas were completed for camp refugees. 
In Lebanon, there are no official camps and interviews were conducted without particular problems in informal tented settlements. 
Other minor challenges included reluctance or fear to answer (among a limited number of persons), fatigue of repeated assessments and 
surveys being conducted, and a tendency by some traditional leaders of ITS (shawish) to try and monitor the conversation between the 
residents and the interviewers (in which case interviewers moved to another ITS). 

2.8. EXCHANGE RATES 
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• The population of Syrian refugees who are the subject of this study have been in their host communities for 
several years now – which does not mean that they are integrated.

• Their incomes have decreased (compared to pre-crisis levels) but not plummeted; however, they are 
significantly lower than the income of host communities 

• Compared to pre-crisis situation, Syrian refugees have lost a whole range of occupation possibilities and are 
now more often unemployed, daily workers or housewives 

• Syrian households have on average slightly more children than host communities 
• Their plans are to return to Syria, but also increasingly to integrate in host country (except in Lebanon; further 

onward emigration is not a majority choice

KEY TAKEAWAYS

GENERAL
SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
SITUATION3
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3.1. ORIGINS AND ITINERARIES

Aleppo is the main region of origin, for three main reasons: 

Refugees tend to go to the nearest host country: residents of Aleppo, Idlib and Hassakeh went mostly to Turkey; residents of Dar’a 
went mostly to Jordan; residents of Homs went mostly to Lebanon. There are however some exceptions, with for example Damascus 
residents going to Jordan rather than Lebanon or residents of Hamah going to Turkey. 

3.1.1. REGIONS IN SYRIA 

1. It was one of most populated region in Syria before the crisis (about 5 millions) 
2. It has been particularly affected by violent bombings and ground fighting 
3. Passage to Turkey used to be relatively easy and cheap (until summer 2015) 

Over 80% of the Syrian refugees have been residing in their present host country for three years or more (2014 and before). 
The patterns of arrival reflect a progressive closure of borders by these three host countries since 2015 rather than any improvement 
on the ground in Syria. There may also be a phenomenon of motivations, namely in that people who wanted to leave already left, and 
those remaining have made a choice of pursuing their life inside Syria despite the conditions. It remains however marginal and the 
main factor is the closure of borders, as evidenced again in December 2016 with the fall of Eastern Aleppo. Last but not least, the 
2015-beginning of 2016 wave of emigration to Europe is not reflected in the present survey since these people only crossed Turkey 
(or Lebanon or, more rarely, Jordan) en route to Europe.

3.1.2. ARRIVAL YEAR

Chart 5: Refugees’ region of residence in 2011, by host country (refugees only)14 
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14 Percentage of the total population of Syrian refugees. Only regions of origin accounting for more than 5% are displayed. 
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Chart 6: Refugees’ year of arrival, by host country (refugees only)

Chart 7: Refugees’ reasons for leaving Syria (refugees only)
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The vast majority of the refugees fled Syria because of compelling reasons (push factors) rather than pursuing a particular goal 
in host countries (pull factors).

3.1.3. MIGRATION DRIVERS

3.2. REVENUES

According to their own estimations, Syrian refugees have lost about 22% of nominal income between pre-crisis situation 
and now. In the absence of reliable historical data on purchasing power parities (PPP), the following charts stick to nominal exchange 
rates with the Euro (respectively in 2011 and now), but due to the low level of prices in pre-crisis Syria, the actual decrease in 
purchasing power is likely to be much more pronounced.

3.2.1. COMPARISON WITH PRE-CRISIS REVENUES 
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Chart 8: Refugees’ revenues evolution15  (refugees only)

Chart 9: Household revenue16  (refugees/host communities)
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On average, Syrian refugees earn slightly above half of host communities’ revenues, with comparable levels and 
proportions across countries. 

There has been a particularly sharp decline in incomes for Syrian refugees in Lebanon, which is probably linked to their fragile 
working conditions, in the absence of work permits or legal residency for most Syrian refugees. 

3.2.2. THE REVENUE GAP BETWEEN SYRIAN REFUGEES AND HOST
COMMUNITIES

15 Revenues are self-declared and include all from salaries, cash aids, profits from private businesses, etc., at the level of the household (people currently 
sharing accommodation) 
16 € per month
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There are however some strong regional differences, both in absolute revenue and in difference between refugees and host 
communities, with seemingly the worst cases on both dimensions to be found in the more remote locations such as Bekaa in Lebanon 
and Sanliurfa or Hatay in Turkey.

Chart 10: Revenues by region17  (refugees/host communities)
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3.3. OCCUPATIONS  
Because of barriers for accessing the job market, but also for cultural reasons, Syrian refugees, compared to host communities, 
are more often housewives, unemployed and daily workers, and less often private entrepreneurs, students or pupils. NGO or UN 
employment represents an alternative only for a very limited segment of the Syrian population. 

 17 € per month
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Chart 11: Current occupation (refugees/host communities)

Chart 12: Current and previous occupation (refugees only)
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Syrian refugees particularly suffer from the loss of some occupations they used to practice, such as farming, private 
entrepreneurship, government employment and studies. Although staying at home was the normal behaviour for Syrian wives in some 
segments of the society, some women who used to work outside are now forced to stay at home for lack of opportunities, while the 
proportion of daily workers (generally in very unstable, low-paid positions) and unemployed has sharply increased. 
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3.4. HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURES
The family structures of Syrian refugees and host communities are similar, which is natural for people living in the same areas and 
generally sharing a similar culture. However, Syrian households are on average slightly more numerous, with about the 
same number of adults but more children. The difference is especially strong in Lebanon and in Turkey, because the general Syrian fertility 
rate (3 children per woman) is closer to that of Jordan (3.4) than to those of Lebanon or Turkey (respectively 1.7 and 2.1)18 . 

Figure 2: Household composition (refugees / host communities)

18 World Bank Data for 2014

3.5. ACCOMMODATION
Picture 3: Informal accommodation (Bekaa, Lebanon)

The kind of accommodation in host country is strongly correlated to Syrian refugees’ origins. To summarize, Syrian refugees in informal 
accommodation (ITS or other), living for example under tents on agricultural lands in Northern Jordan or in Lebanon (Bekaa, Akkar), were 
already living in rural areas in Syria (and, for some of them, already in informal accommodation, for example in Bedouin tents 
during a part of the year). The population of official camps’ population (which is only a minority: about 20% in Jordan19 , less than 10% in 
Turkey20 , and none in Lebanon) is not particularly of rural origin, but mixed. 

19 UNHCR data
20 Turkish Directorate General of Migration Management (DGMM) data
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Chart 13: Refugees’ rural or urban origins, related to present type of accommodation (refugees only)
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Focus box 2: Legal status of Syrian refugees in Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey
Jordan is cooperating with the UNHCR on the basis of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed in 1998. UNHCR can grant Syrians wishing to 
register in Jordan a temporary six-month residence permit which gives them access to food assistance, subsidised healthcare, and some access to 
public schools. The Jordanian authorities generally extend these six-month residence permits without major restrictions.
With the political system built on the demographic balance and the historical presence of Palestinians, Lebanon is reluctant to welcome refugees from 
neighbouring countries. While it has a population of over a million Syrian refugees, very few can manage to obtain a formal residency. For a six-month 
residency card, Syrian refugees are asked to pay 200 USD per person and to find a Lebanese national to sponsor them. The sponsor may apply on 
their behalf for a work permit from the Ministry of Labour. The lack of valid residency permit complicates the lives of Syrian refugees and limits their 
mobility, especially adult men. 
In 2011, Turkey decided to grant Syrians a Temporary Protection Status called Kimlik (or Foreigner Identification Number). Holders of this Kimlik can 
access healthcare and education. They may also obtain work permits. There are some limitations to the mobility of Syrian refugees between different 
provinces.

3.6. FUTURE  
Most of the refugees hope to go back to Syria. However, with the passage of time, the idea of integration in the host country 
has become increasingly embedded, except in Lebanon where local pressure, endogenous fragilities and some political messages have 
convinced most Syrian refugees that integration is not an option. It is especially interesting to note that the linguistic barrier in Turkey 
does not prevent a perspective of integration (the possibilities of naturalization, especially but not only for Turkmens, certainly play a role).

Further emigration is not an option considered by many. One cause may that those who wanted to emigrate already did, 
when the Balkan route to Western and Northern Europe was open and cheap (sometimes as low as 1000 € per person21 ), in 2015 and at 
the beginning of 2016. 

Chart 14: Refugees’ future plans, by host country (refugees only)
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 21 THE PROTECTION OF SYRIAN CHILDREN EN ROUTE TO EUROPE Research Study in Syria, Along Transit Routes and in Hosting Countries, Altai 
Consulting, 2015
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• Syrian refugees have in general a high level of equipment in terms of television, telecoms and internet 
• Their equipment rates are close to those of host communities around them, although the means of access 

sometimes differs
• Television is nearly universal, while phone and internet are more dependent on age, income and education. 
• There are some limits, mostly linked to economic constraints and in some cases to cultural factors
• Because of substitution effects, radio is now marginal, and newspapers even more so 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

A HIGH LEVEL 
OF MEDIA 
EQUIPMENT 4
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4.1. GENERAL PENETRATION RATES
The household equipment rates are generally high and reveal little difference between refugees and host communities. Access to 
phone and television is nearly universal, with some limits and modalities that will be detailed in the following sections. Access to internet 
is more discriminatory, and equipment with radio is extremely low, due to lack of interest more than lack of resources (host communities 
have more radio sets than Syrian refugees because they did not have to move out).

This does not mean that every person inside the household enjoys personal access to each of these equipment items (for example to 
phone or internet), as will be detailed in the following sections.

Chart 15: Equipment rates (refugees/host communities)
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4.1.1. BY MEDIA / TECHNOLOGY
4.1.1.1.1.Television

A vast majority of the studied population (about 80%) is equipped with at least one television set, although with slightly 
different means of access between Syrian refugees and host communities. The former resort more often 
to shared satellite dishes in order to minimize the costs (with several Syrian families sharing one dish, or in some cases plugging 
into a dish already installed by their landlord).

Chart 16: Television equipment (refugees/host communities)
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This high level of equipment is rather consistent across educational levels and even incomes, but more sensitive to the 
arrival date. Syrian refugees who arrived more recently tend to be the less equipped, with a steady decline over the last four 
years. This indicates that buying a television set and a dish is still an investment that requires some saving over time for most 
Syrian refugee households. 

Chart 17: Television equipment by arrival date (refugees only)
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Somewhat surprisingly, levels of equipment seem not to be significantly 
affected by the kind of accommodation. The population in ITS, in other 
informal accommodation (garages, unfinished buildings, etc.) and in official 
camps are also generally equipped with TV sets, although usually cheaper 
models, possibly second hand and/or with shared satellite receivers. One 
factor is that although those living in formal accommodation are generally 
richer (with household income close to 400 euros per month, compared to 
200 to 300 euros for residents of ITS, other informal accommodation and 
official camps), this difference is more than absorbed by the rents 
that they have to pay (for example ITS inhabitants in the Bekaa pay 50 to 
100 USD per tent per month, while an apartment is at least 200 USD or 300 
USD). 

“Here everybody follows Syrian news 
on a daily basis on TV. We all have TV 
equipment. Every tent has a satellite 
receiver, sometimes even more than one. 
I listen to the radio for two hours in the 
morning, because there is no electricity. 
I do not listen to the news, just songs 
with the morning coffee, and maybe local 
events on small Jordanian stations.”22

–Male Refugee, Zaatari camp, Mafraq, 
Jordan

The other explanatory factor is that people in non-formal accommodation, especially in official refugee camps, have more 
options for sharing equipment thereby reducing access costs, since their neighbours are usually all Syrians and also 
willing to share. 

Chart 18: Television equipment by kind of accommodation (refugees only)
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22  All quotes are taken from the FGDs conducted by Altai Consulting’s international consultants in February 2017 (qualitative phase)
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Chart 19: Equipment by type of accommodation (whole population)

Picture 4: Various TV sets for different income levels in Lebanon23
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4.1.1.1.2. Phone 
Although almost all households have at least one phone, personal ownership or access to a phone is more 
contrasted. Teenagers and older people tend to have less access to telephones, with two different cultural factors (family 
control on teenagers, especially girls, and lower capacity and habit to use for elderly people): 

23 Left: Syrian refugees in an Informal Tented Settlement / Right: Lebanese nationals in an apartment
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Chart 20: Personal access to telephone, by age (whole population)

Chart 21: Personal access to phone, by educational level (whole population)
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Because telephones are a portable item (contrary to television sets), arrival dates are not a determining factor. Revenues as well 
are less systematically correlated to phone equipment than age and educational level. 

The educational level is also a strong determinant:
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Chart 22: Use the phone of a relative, by age and gender (whole population)24

Chart 23: Kind of personal phone, by age (whole population)
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The kind of phone accessed, which is important since it determines access to internet as detailed in section 1.1.1.1.3, is now 
dominated by smartphones, with a striking differentiation over age groups. The data points to the quasi disappearance of 
landlines, which is not a surprise (of course in informal accommodation, but also in normal flats or houses). Basic phones (without 
3G) have also started to disappear. They are mostly used by older people who did not follow the mobile data revolution. 

24  No data available for 31-34 years old on this category
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Picture 5: Two generations, two kinds of phone25

Chart 24: Internet access by country (refugees/host communities)
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While in other host countries there is no significant difference between Syrian refugees and host communities, in Lebanon, 
mainly because of much higher costs (detailed in section 6.1.1), there is a strong discrepancy (over 20 percentage points) on 
internet access.  

25  Host communities in Turkey

4.1.1.1.3. Internet 
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Internet is mainly accessed on smartphones through mobile data (3G or 4G), particularly for refugees, who tend to 
have less home subscription than host communities (which is linked to the accommodation type, with some refugees living in 
informal settings where home subscription is not always an option). Despite efforts made by some NGOs or local associations, 
access at free hotspots in their premises are not a mainstream behaviour. 

The natural consequence of the cost issues developed in section 1.2.1 is that internet equipment is sensitive to revenue, with 
basically two levels, one at 50% equipment rate for lower household revenues (under 350 euros per month) and the other at 
75% for higher revenues (over 350 euros per month). 

It is however striking to notice that internet equipment is rather uncorrelated to the various kinds of 
accommodation. It reflects the fact that most people access internet through mobile data rather than home subscription. 

Chart 25: Internet access modalities (refugees/host communities)

Chart 26: Internet equipment by revenue (whole population)
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Of the various items of equipment (television, phone, radio, etc.), Internet equipment is the most sensitive to education, 
which is mainly related to two intertwined factors: on the one hand, older people who did not follow the internet revolution are also on 
average less educated (due to general progress in the Syrian education system over the pre-crisis decades), and on the other hand 
internet requires a higher literacy level than television or phone. 

Television being a collective item related to the household rather than the person, it is rather insensitive to age, while 
phone and especially internet show more contrasted curves. Communication campaigns aired on television have a chance to reach 
all age groups (but cannot easily target a specific location or class of beneficiaries), while phone or internet campaigns are more 
adaptable to location, but would reach mostly the adults (for phone) and specifically the young (for internet). 

Chart 28: Sensitivity to education of the various equipment items (whole population)

Chart 27: Internet by kind of accommodation (whole population)
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4.1.2. EQUIPMENT BY EDUCATION  

4.1.3. EQUIPMENT BY AGE
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Chart 29: Sensitivity to age of the various equipment items (whole population)

Chart 30: Average number of television sets in the household (refugees/host communities)
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4.1.4. AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITEMS BY ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD 
Typical households have only one television set, but among host communities it is more common to have a second one (in 
the kitchen or in a bedroom). 

The same pattern governs the distribution of phones, with as an average profile only two phones in refugee households 
(not necessarily husband and wife, sometimes father and elder son for example), while host community households tend to be 
closer to one phone per person. 
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Chart 31: Average number of phones in the household (refugees/host communities)

Chart 32: Number of equipment items per person (refugees/host communities)
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4.2.1.1.Gender gap 

With refugee households being slightly more numerous than host communities on average, this leads to an overall situation in 
which refugees are almost as equipped as host communities if taken at the household level, but clearly lagging behind in 
terms of items per person. 

There is a clear gap between women and men. Women have less personal access to a telephone than men. If there is only 
one telephone in a couple, it is generally owned by the husband. In some of the most conservative segments of the Syrian society, 
and sometimes in host communities, beyond economic considerations, it is not considered appropriate for the wife to own personally 
a telephone. 

4.2.NON-ECONOMIC BARRIERS

Chart 33: Personal access to a phone, by gender (whole population)
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Chart 34: Use the phone of a relative, by gender (whole population)
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In fact, it is mostly women who are concerned by this indirect access to a phone: 

As far as adults are concerned, respondents indicating that they have access to a phone through a relative are almost only women 
(married women who use their husband’s phone). The situation is more diverse for teenagers (males and females 
who access the phone of their parents or elder siblings) and older people.

4.2.1.2.Cultural and capacity barriers
Although economic causes remain important, especially for refugees, the importance of cultural reasons should not be 
underestimated. The generic category “lack of interest” actually covers a wide range of factors (age gap regarding technology, 
tiredness from continuous negative news about Syria, etc.). Parents’ control over teenagers is also important, especially for smartphone 
which is the door to private socialization through phone calls, chat services and Facebook. Incapacity to use is probably slightly under-
represented in the following graph because it was not among the suggested choices but came among the “other” answers. 

 26 Using the cluster method, explained in section 8.3.3

The pattern is essentially the same for access to internet. 

Chart 35: Reasons for not having a smartphone (whole population)26
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The situation is completely different for radio. Non-equipment is clearly not due to economic reasons but stems from a lack of 
interest and a substitution effect with television, and this, in a remarkably stable pattern across categories. 

Chart 36: Reasons for not having internet (whole population)27
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27  Using the cluster method, explained in section 8.3.3

Chart 37: Reasons for not having a radio (whole population)28
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28  Using the cluster method, explained in section 8.3.3
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Focus box 3: Syrian refugee profile / a poorly connected woman
Fatema is a 30-year-old Syrian from a rural area near Aleppo. She came to Lebanon with her mother and six children to join her husband who 
migrated before them to search for work opportunities. He used to work in the vegetables’ market of Aleppo but lost his job at the beginning 
of the war. Because he does not have a residency nor a work permit, he is unable to move freely to find a job and has been unemployed for 
four months.  

Fatema does not personally own a phone but she uses her husband’s phone to speak on WhatsApp to her relatives who are still in Syria. 
The TV in Fatema’s house is used mostly by the children who spend a lot of time in front of Toyoor Al Janna (a Jordanian channel). When her 
children go to the neighbourhood’s school in the afternoon (second shit, after the Lebanese children who go to school in the morning), Fatema 
can use TV for herself. She usually watches Bollywood movies on Z Alwan or Z Aflam and also follows news on a Syrian pro-revolution 
channel called Nabd Souria. 

Fatema’s family receives a monthly text message from the UNHCR on her husband’s phone to inform them that they can collect their cash 
allowance. Concerning health issues, Fatema gets information from the local pharmacist, because she finds it easier to access and more 
affordable than hospitals or clinics. Fatema rarely receives any information about other humanitarian support except when outreach teams 
come visit the neighbourhood. 

Chart 38: Mapping of equipped and non-equipped people (whole population)29
Chart 38: Mapping of equipped and non-equipped people (whole population)29 

 
 

                                            
29 Using the Multi Correlation Analysis (MCA) method. Several variables are represented on the same axis when they are 
correlated, in order to represent the influence of more than two variables on the studied phenomenon (here, equipment). 
The horizontal axis is mostly determined by revenue (from left to right: richest to poorest), education (most educated to 
least educated) and sub-group (host communities to refugees). The vertical axis is mostly determined by the host country 
(from bottom to top, Lebanon to Jordan / Turkey) and gender (female to male). The studied behaviours (no internet, for 
example) are then placed in the plan depending on their coordinates computed on these socio-demographic variables. 
More details on the method used are available in section 8.3.3 

 29 Using the Multi Correlation Analysis (MCA) method. Several variables are represented on the same axis when they are correlated, in order to represent 
the influence of more than two variables on the studied phenomenon (here, equipment). The horizontal axis is mostly determined by revenue (from left to 
right: richest to poorest), education (most educated to least educated) and sub-group (host communities to refugees). The vertical axis is mostly determined 
by the host country (from bottom to top, Lebanon to Jordan / Turkey) and gender (female to male). The studied behaviours (no internet, for example) are 
then placed in the plan depending on their coordinates computed on these socio-demographic variables. More details on the method used are available in 
section 8.3.3

The following chart summarizes the influence of various socio-economic variables on equipment. People with a television set, and 
without a radio, are simply the average (on revenue, education, gender, country and refugee/host community). The non-equipped people 
in terms of television are Syrian refugees on the extreme low end of revenue and education. Internet depends mostly on 
the same variables but on a milder scale. Phone is rather dependent on gender and country (females in Lebanon being the 
most likely to either have no access to phone, or use the phone of a relative). 

4.3.WHO ARE THE NON-EQUIPPED? 
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• Syrian refugees, as well as host communities, are intensive media users  
• Internet is catching up with television, or sometimes overtaking it among those who use it (about half of the 

population)
• Pan-Arab television channels, but also Syrian pro-revolution channels are very influential. Some international 

and host country channels also play a role, while Syrian pro-regime channels are marginal 
• Radio usage is mostly restricted to special circumstances and newspaper reading is negligible (but can re-

appear in electronic version for the most educated segment)

KEY TAKEAWAYS

MEDIA 
BEHAVIOURS AND 
PREFERENCES 5
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5.1. INTENSIVE USERS
In a typical household, the television is on most of daytime, 
which does not mean that everybody is actively watching: most of that 
time is either a background noise and image and/or an occupation for 
children. However, people also allocate a significant proportion 
of their time to active media usage, with two salient facts: 
internet has caught up with television, and actually has overtaken it when 
only internet users are considered. Radio has almost disappeared from 
the landscape, surviving only in niches and exceptional cases as will be 
explained in section 5.4.1. 

Host communities tend to use media slightly more than refugees. The difference is limited and 
probably linked to two different factors:

“I follow the news exclusively on 
Facebook, I have no time for TV as I 
work all day. I have both a computer 
and a smartphone, but most of the 
time I use my mobile phone.”

 –Female Refugee Gazientep, Turkey

Chart 39: Average daily times of usage (whole population) 30
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30  On the whole population, except for the third bar which computes the average daily usage time among internet users only

1. Technical factors: access to electricity and devices (superior among host communities for accommodation and revenue 
reasons) 

2. Cultural factors: access and interest for host country media, while these are sometimes either inaccessible (linguistic 
barrier) or less interesting for Syrian refugees

Chart 40: Average daily times of usage (refugees/host communities)
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Television is used almost universally on a daily basis. Internet is also used on a daily basis, but not by everybody. Radio usage has 
become very limited. 

Chart 41: Frequencies of usage (whole population) 
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5.1.1. CONTRASTED BEHAVIOURS
Television is the medium of all, including the less educated, while among the more educated internet is progressively 
displacing television. 

Chart 42: Time spent on media, by educational level (whole population)
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Contents are actually not completely separated, since people access on the internet extracts of videos, be it entertainment, 
news or general knowledge, that are originally produced by television channels. Moreover, some television channels, especially the 
most recently established, define themselves as multi-channel video producers and have integrated since their origin broadcast on the 
internet (live or extracts, on websites or on social media), in parallel to their traditional broadcast on satellite packages. 

Focus box 4: Syrian refugee profile / a young “geek”
Jaafar is a 28-years old Syrian who arrived in Turkey in February 2016. Jaafar’s mixed-faith family (Alawite / Sunni) was subject to some 
discrimination, while his commitment to the revolution led him to live a clandestine life after 2011. He was forcibly conscripted to the regime’s 
army and sent on the frontline against Daash as an ill-equipped soldier. After gathering a large amount of money from relatives to bribe 
officers and obtain a leave, he decided to flee to Turkey. He was detained for a few months by a jihadist group on the way, mostly because 
his ID indicates he originates from an Ismaili town (Ismailis are considered as heretic by jihadists). 

Jaafar speaks Arabic and English and works as a motion graphics designer for various television channels and organisations. He works as a 
freelancer because he does not have a work permit. He spends a lot of time working on the two computers and three screens he has installed 
in his room. That is also where he gets all his information: “I don’t watch, read or listen to any Syrian channels, government or opposition. 
I follow mostly the news on social media”. On top of being member of many Facebook groups where Syrians share their experiences 
and exchange advices, Jaafar received support from his large network of Syrian refugees in his host city in the process of finding an 
accommodation and applying for a residency card. As for his questions concerning higher education, trainings or work opportunities, Jaafar 
prefers to directly get accurate and reliable information from the concerned institutions’ websites. Jaafar does not receive any humanitarian 
support and relies only on his work to meet his needs

5.1.2. THE EFFECT OF ACCOMMODATION
It is interesting to note that although physical limitations (mostly power cuts) affect the overall number of daily hours during which 
the television is on, people do compensate by spending a higher proportion of that time actively watching. As a consequence, 
inhabitants in ITS or in official camp settlers, who have less electricity on average, are however not really limited in their active 
watching time. There is a small compensation effect, though, with slightly more time dedicated to radio in ITS and official camps. 
Qualitative research showed for example that when electricity is off in Zaatari  , some residents turn back to radio, because it can run 
on simple batteries.

Chart 43: Time distribution on various media, by accommodation type (whole population)
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31  As of March 2017, there was electricity only from 5 PM to 1 AM
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5.2. PREFERRED TELEVISION CHANNELS 
5.2.1.THE AVAILABLE CHOICES: A RAPID LANDSCAPE OF TELEVISION 
CHANNELS 

5.2.1.1.Syrian channels
The Syrian media landscape is fragmented along political lines, with mainly two categories: pro-regime outlets on the one 
hand, and pro-revolution outlets on the other hand.

Focus box 5: Ad-Dounia, a pro-regime Syrian channel
Ad-Dounia (“the world”) is a private TV channel based in Damascus. It was launched in 2007 and is owned by President Assad’s cousin and 
one of the country’s wealthiest businessmen, Rami Makhlouf.

Since 2011, it generally broadcast pro-regime propaganda. The channel was added on the EU list of sanctioned individuals and entities, on 
the basis that it had “incited violence against the civilian population in Syria”. The US Department of State and the Arab League also imposed 
sanctions on the channel. 

In July 2012, Sama TV, sister channel of Ad-Dounia, was created to circumvent the interdiction of the latter on Arabsat, Hotbird and Nilesat. 
On 2014, it was back on Nilesat after 18 months of suspension.

Figure 3: Pro-regime and pro-revolution Syrian television channels

There are also some Kurdish channels that do not fall into these categories. The most popular according to this survey are 
Rojava TV, Roj and Vin (respectively based in the “Rojava” region or Syrian Kurdistan, in Denmark and in Dohuk, Iraqi Kurdistan). 
A full table of television channels is available in section 8.2.1. 
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Focus box 6: Orient TV, a pro-revolution channel
Orient News TV is a Syrian media group founded by Syrian businessman, journalist and opposition figure Ghassan Abboud. Launched 
in February 2009 in Damascus, Orient TV’s offices were raided by the Syrian regime forces in July 2009, forcing the channel to move its 
headquarters to Dubai. 

Orient News TV provides news information for the Middle East with a focus on Syria it also broadcasts cultural, political, social, and children’s 
programs. It was the first Arabic channel who started in 2012 broadcasting news information in Kurdish.

5.2.1.2. Host country channels 
Host country media generally include both public, official outlets and private channels. It is important to notice that Turkey offers 
some important Arabic-speaking channels, that have already achieved some success among Syrian refugees (along with 
Turkish-speaking media for Syrian refugees who speak this language, and in some cases channels in Kurdish). 

Figure 4: Main host country television channels

5.2.1.2. Host country channels 
The vast majority of respondents are subscribed to the main commercial satellite packages, with free access (and some 
systems of code cracking) to hundreds if not thousands of television channels. These are mainly: 

• The Egyptian Nilesat
• The Turkish Türksat 
• The Arab League, Saudi-based Arabsat 

 32 On 133 Syrian refugee respondents for which this observation was possible.
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Chart 44: Main satellite packages (whole population)
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5.2.2. GENERAL COMPARISON 
Enumerators were asked to record when possible the television channel used 
at the time of the interview, without asking. This was not always possible, 
for various reasons (TV off or not visible, interview not at home, channel 
not identifiable, etc.) but when available (about 20% of the sample), it gives 
valuable information on raw preferences, observed rather than self-
declared. It must be noted that for practical and cultural reasons, the vast 
majority of the interviews took place in the morning and in the afternoon, 
therefore introducing a bias for entertainment channels and especially 
children’s channels. People, and especially the adults in the household, watch 
more news channels in the evening.

“We mostly watch Indian movies 
or series dubbed into Arabic on Z 
Alwan or Z Aflam. The rest of the 
time, the kids are using the TV.”

–Female Refugee Gaziantep, 
Turkey

Chart 45: Television channel on during the interview (refugees only)32
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 32 On 133 Syrian refugee respondents for which this observation was possible.
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Behaviours are not very different when compared to host communities except for obvious categories such 
as host country channels (also used by Syrian refugees, but less) and Syrian channels (also watched by host communities, 
but less). A more interesting finding is that Syrian refugees tend to use more pan-Arab channels, while host 
communities use more international channels (such as BBC, CNN, etc.). This can be explained by the high proportion of Syrian 
news, mostly in a pro-revolution leaning, on these pan-Arab channels. 

Entertainment channels mostly include the following categories: 
1. Children’s channels, broadcasting notably cartoons, for example Spacetoon or Tuyoor al Janna
2. Channels broadcasting Arabic serials, such as Syria Drama, or Arabic-dubbed serials from Turkey, India, etc.  
3. Musical channels, for example Rotana, broadcasting musical clips 
4. Channels focusing on movies, either Arabic, Western or other

Apart from entertainment channels (especially for children, such as Tuyoor al Janna or SpaceToon), the landscape is dominated 
by a few global information channels such as Al Jazeera or CNN Arabic, but also remarkably by Syrian opposition 
channels such as Aleppo Today that are not long-established but were set up as a response to the Syrian crisis. 

Chart 46: Television channel on during the interview (refugees / host communities)33
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33  On 166 Syrian refugees and host communities for which this observation was possible 
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Table 5: Television channel on during the interview (main channels)34

Information Needs of Syrian Refugees and Host Communities  May 2017  
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Chart 46: Television channel on during the interview (refugees / host communities)33 

 
Apart from entertainment channels (especially for children, such as Tuyoor al 
Janna or SpaceToon), the landscape is dominated by a few global information 
channels such as Al Jazeera or CNN Arabic, but also remarkably by Syrian 
opposition channels such as Aleppo Today that are not long-established but 
were set up as a response to the Syrian crisis.  

Table 5: Television channel on during the interview (main channels)34 

Television channel Category Percentage 

Other entertainment channel Entertainment channel 17.3% 

Tuyoor al Janna Entertainment channel 11.1% 

SpaceToon Entertainment channel 6.8% 

MBC Entertainment channel 4.2% 

Al Jazeera Pan-Arab pro-revolution channel 4.1% 

CNN Arabic International channel 4.1% 

Aleppo Today Syrian pro-revolution channel 4.1% 

Al Ekhbariya al suriye Syrian pro-regime channel 4.0% 

Z Alwan Entertainment channel 3.9% 

Al Arabiya Pan-Arab pro-revolution channel 3.8% 

Cartoon Network Entertainment channel 3.6% 

Al Hadath Pan-Arab pro-revolution channel 3.2% 

MBC 3 Entertainment channel 2.7% 

                                            
33 On 166 Syrian refugees and host communities for which this observation was possible  

34 This table presents only the television channels with over 2% of observations. The full table is presented in section 8.1.1 
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TRT Turkish channel 2.7% 

Other religious channel Religious channel 2.4% 

Syrian Drama TV Entertainment channel 2.2% 

Star TV Turkish channel 2.1% 

5.3. NEWS PATTERNS  

5.3.1. BY LEVEL OF NEWS  
Interests are naturally contrasted, but it is interesting to note that Syrian refugees 
are not cut from host country and international news, and that reciprocally a 
limited part of host communities follow Syrian news.  

Chart 47: News interests (refugees/host communities) 
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international news.  
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34  This table presents only the television channels with over 2% of observations. The full table is presented in section 8.1.1
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While there is no significant gender effect in this field, news interests show a regular correlation with education, with the less 
educated slightly less interested in news in general35  and focusing on local issues (their own area in Syria and Syria), while the more 
educated tend to be more open to host country and on international news. 

36  Totals do not add up to 100% because people are generally interested in more than one type of news 
35  Total height of the colmun 

5.3.2. PREFERRED TV CHANNELS 
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Chart 48: News interest, by educational level (whole population)36

Across these various levels of news (particular area in Syria, Syria in 
general, host country and international) and on the whole population 
(Syrian refugees and host communities), the pyramid of the favourite 
television channels is clearly dominated by a handful of modern 
pan-Arab outlets (Al Jazeera, Al Arabiya, Al Hadath), all 
from the Gulf. The landscape is much more fragmented in terms of 
host country channels, with only the Lebanese Al Jadeed coming up 
among numerous Turkish, Lebanese and Jordanian channels. The pro-
revolution Syrian channel Orient also stands alone it its category, and 
even in the general landscape with a proportion of mentions not far from 
Al Jadeed or Al Hadath for example.

“I watch the Syrian opposition 
TV channels, but I trust more the 
international Arabic channels like 
Al Jazeera or Al Arabiya.”

–  Female Refugee Irbid, Jordan
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Chart 49: Favourite television channels for news (whole population) 
 

Chart 49: Favourite television channels for news (whole population)

Focus box 7: Al Jadeed
Al Jadeed is a private Lebanese channel, it was first launched under the name of New TV in 1991 by the Tahsin Kayat. It was closed by the 
Lebanese Ministry of Information between 1996 and 2001 and then regained its broadcasting licence. 

Al Jadeed is a generalist channel with news information programs as well as social economic, cultural and entertainment programs. It gained 
major popularity with its special investigations on corruption in the Lebanese army and government and with its strong positioning against the 
Syrian occupation of the country. Consequently, the TV’s chairman and journalists were several times threatened and / or arrested.

5.3.3. FAVOURED TV CHANNELS BY COUNTRY 
A few channels are popular across the whole region, while some others are particular to each country:

1. Host country channels, such as Roya in Jordan, Al Jadeed in Lebanon or various Turkish channels in Turkey 
2. But also some Syrian channels: Aleppo Today and Orient are more popular in Turkey than in Jordan and Lebanon 

(because of the amount of Aleppian refugees in Turkey, but also for political affinity)
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5.3.4. COMMON TASTES BETWEEN SYRIAN REFUGEES AND HOST 
COMMUNITIES 

  Jordan Lebanon Turkey 
Al Jazeera 18% 14% 13% 
Al Arabiya 19% 14% 12% 
Al Jadeed 8% 25% 4% 
Al Hadath 7% 4% 9% 
Orient 2% 1% 11% 
MTV 4% 8% 2% 
Kanal D 0% 0% 4% 
Show Turk 1% 0% 4% 
Star TV 2% 0% 4% 
Aleppo Today 1% 0% 4% 

 

  Refugees Host communities 

Al Arabiya 23.4% 11.8% 
Al Jazeera 18.7% 16.1% 
Al Jadeed 7.0% 10.8% 
Al Hadath 8.8% 4.3% 
Roya TV 5.8% 9.7% 
Jordan TV 7.0% 1.1% 
MTV 2.9% 5.4% 
Jordan Now TV 2.9% 4.3% 
Noor Jordan 1.8% 4.3% 
Orient 3.5% 0.0% 

 

Table 6: Top 10 TV channels, by country (whole population)37 

Table 7: Top 10 TV channels Jordan (refugees/host communities)

5.3.4.1.Jordan
Apart from the usual top rankers (Al Jazeera, Al Arabiya, etc.), quite interestingly both Jordanians and Syrian refugees follow Al 
Jadeed (although it is a Lebanese channel) and to a certain extent Roya. 

 37 The complete table of TV channels, sorted by popularity, is available in section 8.1.2

Focus box 8: Ro’ya TV, a Jordanian channel
Ro’ya TV is a private Jordanian TV launched in 2011 by Al-Sayegh group. The group includes investments in Media and Broadcasting and 
also in various other sectors such as Chemical Industries, Real Estate, Engineering Industries, Banking and Mining.

Its main target audience is family and youth. It officially has the objectives of promoting democracy, focusing on outreach activities to remote 
areas in the country, creating awareness on human rights, and empowering women. 

The channel broadcasts a wide range of entertainment programs, live shows, documentaries, sports and soap operas in the morning. The 
programs in the evening segment consist of news and local current affairs programs followed by youth programs and sports.
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5.3.4.2.Lebanon 

5.3.4.3.Turkey

Al Jadeed is clearly the number one media in terms of shared popularity among the two groups (Syrian refugees and Lebanese). 
Other Lebanese channels do not impact significantly Syrians, and reciprocally Syrian channels do not reach the Lebanese. 

Turkey is the most challenging place in finding channels that would be common to country nationals and Syrian refugees, 
mostly for linguistic reasons. Some Turkish channels have an Arabic version (TRT Arabic for example), but they target an 
international audience rather than Syrian refugees. 

 Refugees  Host communities 
Al Jadeed 26.6% 23.0% 
Al Jazeera 18.8% 8.0% 
Al Arabiya 20.3% 6.9% 
MTV 3.9% 13.8% 
LBC 1.6% 13.8% 
Sama TV 7.8% 0.0% 
Al Hadath 4.7% 2.3% 
Al Mustaqbal TV 0.8% 5.7% 
Syrian Drama TV 4.7% 1.1% 
Free Syria TV 3.9% 0.0% 

 

Table 8: Top 10 TV channels Lebanon (refugees/host communities)

 Refugees  Host communities 
Al Jazeera 18.2% 5.5% 
Al Arabiya 17.5% 4.2% 
Orient 17.9% 0.0% 
Al Hadath 13.7% 2.0% 
Al Jadeed 4.7% 4.2% 
Kanal D 0.0% 10.7% 
Show Turk 0.4% 9.1% 
Star TV 0.0% 9.4% 
Aleppo Today 6.5% 0.0% 
TRT 1.1% 6.8% 

 

Table 9: Top 10 TV channels (refugees/host communities)

5.3.5.WHAT IS THE TYPICAL AUDIENCE OF THE MAIN TELEVISION 
CHANNELS? 

The following mapping summarizes the correspondence between segments of the studied population and television channels. 
The main three pan-Arab Gulf channels (Al Jazeera, Al Arabiya, Al Hadath) have similar audiences and reach the average people 
among both refugees and host communities, while Syrian pro-revolution channels reach rather the poor, less educated 
Syrian refugees, particularly in Turkey. Turkish channels reach especially the upper segment in terms of revenues and 
education, while Lebanese channels (especially Al Jadeed) are more mainstream.  
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Chart 50: Mapping of television channels for news (whole population)38 

5.3.6. A HOST COUNTRY BARRIER?  
There is a sharp difference by host country, but is it is not only due to language. Syrian refugees follow local news in Jordan, 
but hardly do so in Lebanon and in Turkey, for two opposite reasons: the feeling of not being welcomed and / or the conscious will of 
staying out of national political struggles in Lebanon; and the linguistic barrier in Turkey. In the latter case, the linguistic barrier should 
not be overestimated.  

In general, only about a third of the population know a second language, with little difference between Syrian refugees and host 
communities. This comes mostly from two factors: 

In a nutshell, communication should target people only in their mother tongue, with rare exceptions: Syrian Kurds 
and Turkmens can be reached through Arabic, Turkish Kurds in Turkish, and some Lebanese in English. The detailed situation of 
the various categories, and therefore their ability to receive messages in languages other than their mother tongue, is detailed in the 
following table.  

 38 Using the Multi Correlation Analysis (MCA) method. Several variables are represented on the same axis when they are correlated, in order to represent 
the influence of more than two variables on the studied phenomenon (here, television channels). The horizontal axis is mostly determined by revenue (from 
left to right: richest to poorest), education (most educated to least educated) and sub-group (host communities to refugees). The vertical axis is mostly 
determined by the host country (from bottom to top, Lebanon to Jordan / Turkey) and gender (female to male). The studied behaviours (no internet, for 
example) are then placed in the plan depending on their coordinates computed on these socio-demographic variables. More details on the method used are 
available in section 
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Chart 51: Interest in host country news (refugees only)

1. Most of them belong to the poorer, less educated segments, both in Syria and in host countries
2. Pre-crisis Syria was influenced by the Baath pan-Arab ideology, which brought tangible results in terms of 

mastering Arabic (including literary Arabic), but also led to a rather low level in second languages, compared to 
Jordan and Lebanon for example
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39  Using the Multi Correlation Analysis (MCA) method, explained in section 8.3.3. The horizontal axis is mostly determined by revenue (from left to right: 
richest to poorest), education (most educated to least educated) and sub-group (host communities to refugees). The vertical axis is mostly determined by 
the host country (from bottom to top, Lebanon to Jordan / Turkey) and gender (female to male). The studied behaviours (interested in international news, for 
example) are then placed in the plan depending on their coordinates computed on these socio-demographic variables.

Segment Second language, majority 
situation (%) Second language, minority situation (%) 

Arabic Syrian refugees No second language (77%) Kurdish, Turkish, English (each less than 8%)  

Kurdish Syrian 
refugees Arabic (87%)  

Turkmen Syrian 
refugees Arabic (95%)  

Jordanians  No second language (94%) English (6%) 

Lebanese  English (52%) French (5%) 

Turks 
 Turks: no second language 

(79%) 
 Kurds: Turkish (96%) 

 Turks: Arabic, English, Kurdish (each less than 
7%) 

 

 

 
 

Table 10: Second languages

Chart 52: Mapping of news interests (whole population)39

5.3.7. A SUMMARY OF NEWS BEHAVIOURS: WHO IS FOLLOWING WHAT? 
The following chart summarizes the effect of various socio-economic variables on news interests. The four sectors explored, 
ordered by scope (from local to global level), follow quite consistently a spiral pattern from the poorer, less educated 
refugees to the richer, more educated host communities. 
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Figure 5: News arborescence (refugees only)

Syrian refugees use a mix of direct, informal sources (friends and 
relatives that they contact through WhatsApp, Messenger, or other chat 
services, in written or oral form) and media sources (television and 
internet in all its plurality, from official news websites to private Facebook 
posts). 
They adapt this combination to the kind of news which is concerned: 
mostly acquaintances for news from their own district or town in Syria, informal 
and  media sources at equality for news on Syria in general, and mostly media 
(rather television than internet) for host country and international news.

“We try to diversify the sources and 
watch as much the pro-regime and 
pro-opposition media to be able to 
verify the information we receive. 
We also watch international 
channels but at the end of the day 
I only believe what my brother-in-
law tells me. He is still in Syria. All 
media are oriented.
–Female Refugee Tripoli, Lebanon
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5.4. THE DISAPPEARING MEDIA 
5.4.1. RADIO 

As described in section 4.1, people use radio far less than television 
and internet, as measured by all indicators: equipment with a radio set, 
frequency, average time spent. There are some exceptions, however: 

1. Some listen to radio on their phones, either by receiving 
directly radio waves (with the headset plugged), or over the 
internet 

2. There is passive listening to radio in various transportation 
means (private or collective taxis, buses, etc.) 

3. Some manual workers put radio on when they perform 
long tasks outdoors, for instance in some construction, 
handicrafts or agriculture works

4. People turn on the radio to listen to the Qu’ran, for instance 
in the early morning, or in the evening before sleep 

5. People listen to the radio when electricity is not available for television
6. Some older people also retain a certain nostalgia of radio

In certain situations, people turned back to radio 
and even used again their long-abandoned 
radio-set in Syria when they were confronted 
with consecutive days or weeks without 
electricity.

7.“I listen to radio on my mobile phone 
that can receive it without internet. I 
only listen to Quran before sleeping” 
–  Female Refugee Irbid, Jordan

“I was listening to radio in Syria 
because most of the time there 
was no electricity. I used my phone, 
which directly functions as a radio 
set. A lot of people similarly went 
back to listening to the radio on 
their old radio sets when there was 
no electricity.” 

–Male Refugees Baalbek, Lebanon

The generally low usage rate of radio does not prevent respondents from knowing a few stations’ names (or categories: 
people would mention “Radio Qur’an” to generally designate stations broadcasting Qur’an recitations, Islamic chants, sermons or 
religious conferences).
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Chart 53: Knowledge of radio stations (whole population)40 

 
 

5.4.2. PAPER NEWSPAPERS  
 

                                            
40 Percentages add up to more than 100% because people may know more than one station (computed on the total of 
respondents) 

Chart 53: Knowledge of radio stations (whole population)40

5.4.2. PAPER NEWSPAPERS 
Only 5% read newspapers in paper version. They are mostly men 
(60%, compared to 51% in the weighted sample), from host communities 
(67%mpared to 29%), especially in Turkey (68% compared 58%), but from 
various educational levels. They usually read newspapers every day. 

On this small population of newspaper readers, the most popular titles 
are Turkish dailies such as Sabah Gazes or Haber, a few Arabic and 
especially Lebanese newspapers such as An Nahar and As-Safir, 
but also a pan-Arab small add newspaper called Al Waseet. A complete 
table of newspapers quoted by interviewees is available in section 8.2.5.

40 Percentages add up to more than 100% because people may know more than one station (computed on the total of respondents) 
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• People spend on average two and a half hours per day on the internet
• Costs are high and contrasted by host country, but consumers use various coping strategies 
• A significant proportion of the studied population is on WhatsApp and Facebook (respectively over a half, and 

over a third)
• Although dominated by chat and entertainment, social media (especially Facebook) also serve as an information 

platform 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

INTERNET AND 
SOCIAL MEDIA6
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Figure 6: Word cloud on a Syrian refugee community page41

6.1. INTERNET CONSUMPTION 
6.1.1. ECONOMETRICS OF THE INTERNET CONSUMPTION

The studied population spends on average 10 € per month for only about 3 GB of mobile data, with a severe cost 
crunch in Lebanon (highest cost, lowest volume available).
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Chart 54: Mobile data consumption and spending, by country (whole population) 

41 Size of words proportional to occurrences in posts from January 2011 to April 2017 on the Facebook page Stories of Syrians in Jordan (https://www.
facebook.com/Diary.Syrians.in.Jordan/?hc_ref=SEARCH&fref=nf), about 15,000 followers, by an original methodology developed by Masae Analytics, sister 
company of Altai Consulting (www.masae-analytics.com). 
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Due to the price policies of telecom operators, basically based in a logarithmic progression in terms of cost per unit, Syrian refugees 
and vulnerable host communities usually pay a high unit price for mobile data (8 euros per GB on average, with a 
peak in Lebanon), because they are small consumers and therefore depend on the entry-level, costly packages.

 

 

Lebanon: 
trapped in a high 
unit price, low 
volume pattern  

Jordan: high 
volume, low unit 
cost 

Turkey: 
intermediate 
situation 

Chart 55: Mobile data consumption as a function of unit price (whole population)42

42 Logarithmic scales on both axis. Every dot represents one individual observation (418 weighted valid cases) 
43  Total internet expenditure is estimated as a multiplication of the personal mobile data spending by the number of phones in the household (corrected by a 
general 0.76 factor, which is the proportion of smartphones), plus the home subscription, if any (divided by 2 in case of shared home subscription).

People spend on average 6% of their revenue on internet43 , but 
the proportion reaches particularly high levels among Syrian refugees, in 
Lebanon and among the poorer segment (up to around 15%). There are 
actually two opposite effects when it comes to correlation with revenues:

However, there seems to be an uncompressible minimum need for internet, which leads to particularly high 
proportions of revenues spent on this item, among the poorer people. 

“My daughter does not have phone, 
we only have one phone at home. 
Sometimes we do not have enough 
money so we stay a long time without 
internet.”

–Female Refugee Amman, Jordan

1. The proportion is mechanically higher when 
expenditure is computed on low revenues 

2. But the richer people consume more internet (in 
volume of GB per month)
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Chart 56: Expenditure on internet, as a proportion of their revenue (whole population) 

Chart 57: Kind of internet used, by country (whole population)
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It is remarkable to notice that there is no clear correlation between the unit price and the time spent on the 
internet. Rather than reducing the number of hours they spend on the internet, when confronted to high unit costs people limit 
the spectrum of applications they use (companies propose special packages with only WhatsApp and/or Facebook for example), or 
resort to home subscription. Indeed, despite being non-portable, home WIFI internet subscription, costing 21 / per month 
on average in Lebanon (27 in Jordan, 12 in Turkey), can constitute an alternative to mobile data, especially if shared between a few 
households. 

Unlike television, radio or other sources of information, internet usage is strongly influenced by cost and quality factors that 
vary from one place to the other. 

As explained above, the average unit costs are contrasted by country. 

6.2. MAPPING INTERNET  

6.2.1. PERSONAL COSTS
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Map 6: Internet cost (whole population)44

The quality of internet, as estimated by Syrian refugees and host communities, is also contrasted, with in general a lower quality 
in Lebanon and in remote districts, as compared on the one hand to Jordan and Turkey, and on the other hand to provincial centres and 
capitals. These differences impact the kind of content that people can access (either only chatting, or all information and entertainment 
contents such as articles, news in video, songs, etc.). 

6.2.2. QUALITY

 

44  Computed on the respondents’ answers (monthly consumption and monthly spending on mobile data internet) 

Map 7: Internet quality (whole population)
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The impact of internet quality in host countries is less important than the disruptions in Syria itself. Power cuts there (affecting 
smartphones after batteries and external charging devices are exhausted), as well as internet variable quality, affect the ability of 
Syrian refugees in host countries to communicate with their relatives and friends back home, and hence their connection to local news. 

The increase of time spent on the internet, by educational level, 
is approximately proportional. The more educated segment 
spends more time looking for information on the 
internet, but also more time chatting and in entertainment. 

6.3. DISTRIBUTION OF TIME ON THE INTERNET 
“I am on my phone almost 24 hours a day, 
except when I work or sleep. I have a computer 
but I only use internet on my phone. I only use 
it for chatting.”

– Male Refugee Zahle, Lebanon

Chart 58: Distribution of time on the internet, by educational level (whole population)45

Although not universal (17% of the studied population have no account at all), the use of social media is massive, with a clear 
domination of WhatsApp and Facebook, complemented by some other written and oral communication platforms 
(IMO, Viber, Skype, etc.). 

6.4. REFUGEES ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
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6.4.1. GENERAL RATES 

Chart 59: Social media accounts (whole population)46
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46  Labels indicate percentages on respondents and do not add up to 100%. 
45 On average, in hours per day
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Chart 60: WhatsApp and Facebook membership, by age (whole population)
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The two main social media, Facebook and WhatsApp, are slightly differentiated by age: the latter is rather common across 
generations, while Facebook tend to relate more to youth. 

Facebook is more sensitive to gender than WhatsApp, for cultural reasons: showing pictures of oneself is not considered 
appropriate for females in some segments of the population, while communicating with relatives on WhatsApp is acceptable). 

Chart 61: Social media accounts, by gender (whole population)
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Interestingly, ITS inhabitants are far less on Facebook than other categories. It may not be directly related to their present 
settings, however, but more to their rural origins in Syria (as described in section 3.5). On the contrary, the kind of accommodation has 
little impact on usage of WhatsApp, again showing that this social media is more universal across social categories than Facebook. 

Chart 62: Facebook and WhatsApp users, by kind of accommodation (whole population)
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The mapping of social media users allow us to identify several profiles in terms of gender, education, revenue, country and 
type of community (Syrian refugees / host communities). The two main accounts on social media (WhatsApp and Facebook) 
show a slight difference: Facebook users are on average richer, more educated and rather masculine, 
as compared to WhatsApp users, who are closer to the overall average on these variables. 

Diversified use of accounts (Email, Snapchat, Instagram, etc.) definitely concern the richer, more educated segment 
of the population, and more host communities than Syrian refugees, while the impact of gender and country is limited. 

6.4.1.1. Typical profiles

Chart 63: Mapping of social media accounts (whole population)47 

 
 

6.1. THE REFUGEE FACEBOOK NETWORK 
6.1.1. THE SOCIAL NETWORK LANDSCAPE 

Facebook’s functioning allows for varied and diversified types of usages. Official pages are the online public spaces used by 
public organizations and individuals to share various types of content with their followers who can comment 
or forward the publication. Among the pages mentioned by the respondents most of them belonged to individual media 
personalities (Faiçal Al Kassem, Mohamed Al Wakeel, etc.) or to classic media channels (TRT, Al Jadeed, Al Hadath, etc.).

Public pages and public groups have many similarities as they are both managed by private groups or individuals who share content 
that is made public with all Facebook users without the prerequisite of being a member of the group, unlike for closed groups, which 
are more interactive platforms encouraging content exchange between users around certain areas of interest.

47  Using the Multi Correlation Analysis (MCA) method, explained in section 8.3.3. The horizontal axis is mostly determined by revenue (from left to right: 
richest to poorest), education (most educated to least educated) and sub-group (host communities to refugees). The vertical axis is mostly determined by 
the host country (from bottom to top, Lebanon to Jordan / Turkey) and gender (female to male). The studied behaviours (account on Facebook, for example) 
are then placed in the plan depending on their coordinates computed on these socio-demographic variables.
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Figure 7: Main Facebook categories and examples (whole population)48

A variety of pages and groups were mentioned by the respondents when asked about the three groups they most frequently consulted 
on Facebook. They can be categorized in the following main areas of interest49:

48  Circles are proportional to the number of mentions
49  The survey considered individual pages rather than categories, and some pages actually belong to several categories, therefore these main types are not 
presented by statistical order.

 

1. News information pages on Syria, specific areas in Syria, host country; local and international news.
2. Pages for refugees from specific cities and regions in Syria. These pages target Syrian refugees who are 

nostalgic about their area of origin and want to share pictures and news with other members of the group. 
3. Pages for Syrian refugees in specific host countries or in specific host cities. These pages are platforms of 

exchange of experiences and information. Refugees can obtain information on the migration process from Syria 
and the best ways to reach the host country as well as get advice on the administrative and the legal procedures.  

4. Pages for job opportunities targeting Syrian refugees living in specific host countries or specific cities, for jobs 
and training opportunities.

5. Pages for trade or related businesses for Syrian refugees in specific host countries to exchange goods for sale 
or advertise for products.

6. Educational pages such as pages for learning Turkish or English or pages sharing educational contents
7. Entertainment pages with pages sharing jokes, entertaining videos and pictures.
8. Women’s interest pages including pages for cooking, beauty advices and shopping.
9. Religious pages including the official pages and the fan pages of popular religious preachers.

Focus box 9: Al Wakeel, a multi-channel host country personality
Al Wakeel Media Group was founded by the Jordanian journalist Mohammed Al Wakeel in 2012. The group is comprised of a Facebook 
general news’ page (https://www.facebook.com/wakeelNews/) and a sports’ page as well as an information website and a TV channel. 

The Al-Wakeel news’ page is very popular in Jordan both among refugees and host community members. This popularity is mainly built 
on the success of Mohammed Al Wakeel’s morning show on Hala FM, the official radio channel of the Jordanian armed forces. This show 
broadcasted every morning across the country covers local and regional news with regular guests such as local celebrities or common people 
to participate in the discussion. It is shared on all the channels of Al Wakeel Media Group along with other news and entertainment contents.

A complete table of Facebook groups and pages mentioned by respondents is available in section 8.2.2. 
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A test-analysis was conducted on a sample of Facebook pages mentioned by respondents, using a methodology developed by Masae 
Analytics50 . The results are represented as word clouds in which the size of each word is proportional its number of occurrences 
in posts from January 2011 to April 2017. 

6.1.2. MOST POPULAR THEMES ON FACEBOOK

51  Employment and job opportunities for Syrians (https://www.facebook.com/wazzayefamal/?ref=br_rs) 
50  Sister company to Altai Consulting. 

Figure 8: Word cloud on a community page for jobs in Turkey51

Figure 9: Word cloud on a community page of Ras-el-Ein natives52 

Figure 10: Word cloud on a community page in Jordan53

53  Diary of Syrians in Jordan (https://www.facebook.com/Diary.Syrians.in.Jordan/?hc_ref=SEARCH&fref=nf)
52  Youth of Rass El Ein Abroad (https://www.facebook.com/839485642758263-شباب-راس-العين-في-المهجر/?ref=br_rs)
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6.1.3. WHAT DO PEOPLE DO ON FACEBOOK? 
6.1.3.1. Chatting versus other activities 

For a large majority of respondents, Facebook is yet another service provider for chat, through Messenger. Many 
use the application on their smartphones almost continuously throughout the day to communicate and interact with friends and 
relatives. 

Activities on Facebook are similar between men and women, but they are more diversified among the higher educated, 
who chat like everybody, but also use Facebook for information and for networking. 

Facebook is a source of information, on which users access contents shared by their friends as well as the links directly 
published by news providers they follow. About half of Syrian refugees (43.8%) and almost 20% of host communities get access 
to online newspapers’ articles through links shared on Facebook. 

Chart 64: Activities on Facebook, by educational level (whole population)
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Only about 10% read online news providers (either electronic versions of newspapers or pure-players), but an important proportion 
of those (about 25%) do so on links republished on social media (mainly Facebook), rather than directly from the 
website. 

Chart 65: Access to online news information websites (whole population)
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In addition to the official pages of the classic media channels, public pages functioning as third-party providers for news information 
on Syria have proliferated. 16% of Syrian refugees follow pages sharing general news information about Syria and 12% consult 
pages that share specific content on their area in Syria. Similarly, a quarter of the host communities (25%) are 
members of pages and groups sharing news information about their country on Facebook. Only 6% 
of refugees follow news on their host country on Facebook. 
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6.1.3.2. Publishing on Facebook 
Facebook users do not simply browse or chat but also publish contents. Although women are less likely to have an 
account (section 6.3.1), among those who have an account, the level of activity is the same, although with slightly 
different modalities (less informative and more entertainment posts). In general, publication and browsing habits are 
contrary: people consume more entertainment, but publish more information. 

The choice of chatting applications, apart from the universally adopted WhatsApp, is mostly dictated by local, practical reasons. 
In Jordan, people use IMO and Viber because voice calls on WhatsApp do not work. 

Chart 66: Publications on Facebook, by gender (whole population)
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6.2. CHATTING PATTERNS 
6.2.1. RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CHAT SERVICES

Chart 67: Social media accounts by host country (whole population)
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6.2.2. IS CHATTING ALSO AN INFORMATION CHANNEL? 
“There are some messages that 
are presented as official from 
the Security or Administrative 
State department that circulate 
on WhatsApp. Sometimes these 
messages are either wrong or poorly 
explained. These messages are 
re-transferred, but are often not 
precise, it has a very bad effect on 
refugees.” 

 –Male Refugees Baalbek, Lebanon

Chat is generally an interpersonal communication service, and not 
a channel used for information. In some cases, people re-
forward informative messages or take part in information sharing 
groups, but this usage is negligible (4%) compared to chatting with 
friends and relatives, either individually or in group discussions 
(93%), although the most educated actually use chat slightly more for 
information. 

Of course, people can also exchange information on education, 
registration, health or other sectors of concern for humanitarian action 
when they chat with relatives or friends, but in the absence of organized 
official group discussions, this is simply the electronic version 
of word of mouth. 

Information and news websites for a large part intersect above-mentioned mainstream media, Facebook pages or newspapers 
and they are not clearly distinguished by most respondents, who indifferently mention television channels as 
Facebook pages or newspapers as information websites. 

6.3. MAINSTREAM INTERNET 

Focus box 10: Challenges to the free use of internet in the region
In Jordan, the current telecommunication regulations do not allow for calls on WhatsApp, Skype, Viber and other similar Voice over Internet 
Protocol (VoIP) services. Jordan started implementing this regulation in 2016 following the lead of many other countries in the region (Egypt, 
Kuwait, Morocco, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE). The wide use of these applications by all segments of the society considerably reduced 
the revenues of telecom companies in these countries. They have been actively lobbying governments that were inclined to block encrypted 
communication channels. 

For political reasons, Turkey sometimes restricts access to social media websites and applications (mainly Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp). 
Turkey also blocks the access to VPN and Tor network used to circumvent censorship online and navigate privately.
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Figure 11: Internet information sources (whole population)54 

54  Circles are proportional to the number of mentions 

Focus box 11: A Syrian information website, Qasioun
Qasioun (qasioun.net), named after a hill overlooking Damascus, is an information website and web-TV launched in Gaziantep by a group 
of journalists and pro-revolution Syrian activists. With reporters inside Syria that cover the events occurring in various areas, Qasioun 
broadcasts news about the ongoing war as well as about the Syrian diaspora in various host countries.

Qasioun also distinguishes itself with the publication of specialized maps every two days updating the readers about the frontlines between 
the various forces in the Syrian conflict. It also maps the main bombings and the main points of clashes in the country.
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•  Word of mouth is a dominant information channel, but more so for lack of other sources than by preference 
•  Information by SMS directly sent to beneficiaries is massive and efficient, but could be more personalized and 

targeted 
•  Mainstream media (especially TV) are under-used for humanitarian information, especially in the context of high 

equipment and usage rates 
•  Internet, including social media, is intensively used to browse for humanitarian information, but official and 

unofficial sources are sometimes difficult to distinguish 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

HUMANITARIAN 
INFORMATION 
SOURCES7
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This overall picture reveals several shortcomings in 
the existing communication strategies targeting 
Syrian refugees and host communities, and therefore space 
for a significant effort in terms of information spreading: 

“In Zaatari there are no shawish, but some 
representative of each alley. They are officially 
recognized by the camp’s administration and 
the UNHCR. They have reliable information 
and we often consult them.” 

–Male Refugee, Mafraq, Jordan

1. A majority still has to rely massively on word of mouth, which can be quick and flexible, but sometimes inaccurate 
and not reaching all potential beneficiaries

2. Many respondents complained about not receiving any information 
3. Some people have to depend on indirect, potentially biased information sources, such as informal leaders 

(shawish)
4. For many issues, Syrian refugees and host communities simply have to go by themselves and tour the offices to 

find the information they need 
5. Formal, official channels of information do find a place in this general landscape (remarkably SMS and internet, 

rather than traditional media), but at relatively low levels

Focus box 12: The Shawish
Shawish is a word of Ottoman origin for a low-ranking officer, now used in ITS (Informal Tented Settlements) for the informal camp leader, who 
is usually a Syrian dealing with the local landlord to rent the whole area (and sub-rent tent places to individual Syrian families). He also acts 
as an intermediary between the local landlord and Syrian refugees in the organization of daily agricultural labour, taking a fee (1 Jordanian 
dinar out of 7 for example, according to Syrian refugees in Jordan).

The shawish was often living on the premises before the Syrian crisis, as a temporary agriculture worker, and after 2011 organized or facilitated 
the arrival of Syrian refugee families. Many of them have become recognized intermediaries for service provision by NGOs (humanitarian 
distributions for example) and even for dealings with the local police authorities and security services.

7.1. MAIN INFORMATION SOURCES ACROSS SECTORS 
Across the nine sectors explicitly explored with respondents55 , Syrian refugees and host communities use a mix of informal and formal 
information channels. 

Chart 68: Main information channels across sectors (whole population)  
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55  Humanitarian distributions; UNHCR procedures; work permit procedures; residency and administrative procedures; education for the respondent’s   
children; vocational training and higher studies for the respondent; health; work opportunities; housing
56  Percentages displayed in this section are generally low because of large cohorts of respondents are not concerned by certain sectors (teenagers by 
questions around work, Syrian refugees in Turkey by UNHCR registration, etc.)
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7.2. EXISTING OUTREACH MECHANISMS 

Humanitarian actors on the Syrian crisis have put in place a certain 
number of information mechanisms in order to disseminate 
messages among refugees and vulnerable host communities. 

The most systematized of these mechanisms is SMS directly 
sent to beneficiaries, thanks to the existence of vast phone 
number databases. This system exists mostly at two levels:

“For UNHCR procedures and support I 
receive messages directly on my mobile 
phone. For Jordanian administrative 
procedures, I go to the centre of the 
administrative offices to get information.” 

–Female Refugee Irbid, Jordan

7.2.1. SMS CAMPAIGNS

1. Country level, generally by the UNHCR, UNICEF or other UN agencies. Messages originating from host country 
authorities (on residency procedures, for example) may also reach refugees through this channel 

2. Local level: Syrian refugees or some host community members who benefit from local activities (vocational or 
language courses, humanitarian distributions, etc.) may register their phone numbers with the service providers 
(usually local NGOs), which are then used to send them SMS or call them 

The following picture illustrates the country level, with a message by UNICEF announcing a winter aid of 40 USD for every child 
under 15, with a contact phone number for further questions. However, the list on the left also displays a message from “LINE2017”, 
advertising for emigration to Canada through either work or visit visas, which does not come from an official source and may be a 
rumour or a fraud. 

Picture 6: Official and unofficial SMS on a refugee’s smartphone57

“We got excluded from the UN assistance 
because they called on my dad’s phone and it was 
out of coverage. They came to our house but we 
were not at home, so they concluded that we had 
emigrated. My mum contacted the responsible of 
the UN on Facebook and he solved the problem 
everyone was shocked and surprised that it 
worked.”

– Female Refugee Baalbek, Lebanon

57   Bekaa, Lebanon, February 2017 (personal messages have been hidden) 
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The advantage of these SMS is that they can be received and read on a simple phone (non-smartphone), without 
internet, although slightly less conveniently. The following pictures read: “The monthly aid has been credited to the file number XXX, 
please refer to the Cairo Bank in Amman to withdraw this aid before February 25th, 2017. This aid is supported by America (sic), 
the European Union, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Canada. Campaign “Arteries of Life” and World Campaign for Shelter. Message 
centre: +96279000199”. 

These messages circulate and are re-forwarded by refugees through various channels, including on Facebook as 
illustrated here on the page Gathering of the Syrians in Jordan, which reproduces the exact same message, adding below in Syrian 
dialect “Those who take it, they spend it and enjoy, those who don’t take it, God give them more in His generosity”:

Picture 7: Official SMS on a refugee’s simple phone58  

Picture 8: Official SMS re-published on a Syrian community Facebook page

58  Al Zarqa, Jordan, March 2017 (file ID has been hidden)
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These few examples illustrate the advantages and shortcomings of information mechanisms through SMS: 

The present survey confirmed the importance of SMS campaigns, mostly for humanitarian distributions and for UNHCR 
registration procedures, which correspond respectively to the local and country levels mentioned above. They are also used for 
messages about residency and administrative procedures with the host country’s authorities, for which UNHCR phone number 
databases may be used. 

There is a significant gender-gap on this SMS information channel (about 50 % on UNHCR procedures for example), 
related to the fact that in some segments of the Syrian society, the wife does not have a personal phone but rather relies on her 
husband’s phone (see section 4.2.1.1). 

Table 11: Advantages and shortcomings of SMS information mechanisms

Chart 69: Information received through SMS, included re-forwarded by acquaintances (whole population)59

Advantages Shortcomings 

Can reach directly the beneficiaries Usually not filtered (by area, age, gender or 
eligible beneficiaries) 

Can be sent without delay to large numbers 
Reach only people who registered their phone 
number (usually with the UNHCR) and kept the 
same number 

Provide simple and easy instructions Usually same message for all, not personalized  

Signed by the information source, with possibly 
a contact for further enquiries 

Rumours and fraud sent by the same channel can 
be mistaken for official information 

Rely on very simple equipment from the 
beneficiary’s side  

Pool of phone numbers that can be shared and 
used by various actors 

No systematic SMS system for local activities 
provided by a high number of small NGOs 
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59  Percentages on total respondents excluding those not concerned, by sector
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A significant number of refugees and host community members know 
how to find the information they need on the internet, using 
both official channels (institutions’ websites or pages on social media) and 
unofficial channels (community pages of Syrian refugees on Facebook, posts 
of friends, etc.). 

While people favour official pages and sites for education (directly 
the schools, institutes or universities concerned), there are also 
many Syrian community Facebook pages and groups that are 
important for job opportunities, housing and buy/sell ads. 

Chart 70: Official and unofficial sources on the internet (whole population)
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7.2.2. INTERNET AND SOCIAL MEDIA 
“There is Nasihet Kanon, a Turkish 
Arabic News Network established by 
lawyers on Facebook and WhatsApp, 
which gives information on legal 
procedures in Turkey.”

–Male Refugee Gaziantep, Turkey

 “There is a page on Facebook that I 
use to get information about the legal 
procedures in Turkey. It is called Malomat, 
which means information in Arabic”

–   Female Refugee Gaziantep, Turkey
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Picture 9: Ads published on the public Facebook group Syrians in Gaziantep: job opportunities, houses for rent, items for 
sale, commercial shops60

The posts reproduced above respectively advertise (left to right, top to bottom) for: 
1. A male job opportunity as bakery worker in Mersin, 10 hours per day 
2. Regular and irregular (tahreeb) pathways to Turkey with about 2 hours walking  
3. An apartment for rent in Gaziantep, 200 sq. meters for about 300 euros per month 
4. A female job opportunity in a garments, make-up and lingerie shop in Edirne (Turkey, on the Greek border)

60 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1638693323084747/ , about 45,000 members 
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Picture 10: A Syrian organization in Istanbul (banner / Facebook page)61

Picture 11: Various Facebook pages and groups with humanitarian information
6362 64

Internet users access a wide range of Facebook pages on their smartphones, with entertainment, religious or political contents, but 
also a lot of pages that function as forums to share information (or rumours…) about humanitarian aid, registration issues or emigration 
tips. 

61  Al Manassa, The Council of Syrians in Istanbul, located in Fatih neighbourhood. The Facebook page puts forwards the keywords “Intellectual, cultural, 
social” and “Renaissance, Change, Development). About 15,000 followers. 
62  Aid for the Syrians in Jordan, private group (https://www.facebook.com/groups/222218751477921/?fref=ts), about 40,000 members. The first comment 
reads “Greetings, does anyone know about the recipient of optical recognition aid, has the payment been made?”. Picture taken by an enumerator in 
Jordan.
63  Nasihat Qanoon, Facebook page mentioned by a respondent in Turkey (https://www.facebook.com/NasihatKanun/?fref=ts), with the slogan “So that you 
know your rights in Turkey”. About 3,000 followers. 
64   The videos of Hussam Orfali and his personal company Hussam Orfali Consulting (https://www.facebook.com/hussamorfali/), mentioned by a respondent 
in Turkey. He explains in well-designed videos how to register a company in Turkey, how to subscribe a health insurance, issues about genuine and fake 
Syrian ID documents, etc. About 140,000 followers.
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7.2.3. TRADITIONAL MEDIA 
Despite the high equipment and usage rates (at least for television and internet) described above in sections 4 and 5, mainstream 
media are until now not an important tool for information to Syrian refugees and host communities. Some 
public health campaigns on media seem to actually reach the target, but for other sectors media are only a marginal source. 

Several factors may explain this marginality of mainstream media: 

Chart 71: Media as a source of information on various sectors (whole population)
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1. Syrian pro-regime media have neither the will nor the 
capacity to reach out to a population which is out of 
the country, and pro-revolution in its majority 

2. Syrian pro-revolution media are closer and more 
popular with refugees (see section 5.2.2), but they 
focus mostly on political and military news and 
debates about the situation in Syria, rather than the 
humanitarian needs of Syrians in host countries

3. Host country media might deem it awkward to 
broadcast specific messages for Syrian refugees 
while their audience includes in majority host country 
nationals  

4. Higher level media (pan-Arab or international channels), because they target a vast audience (the whole 
world, or at least Arabic countries), might not be able to broadcast messages targeted on this particular 
population of Syrian refugees and host communities in the Middle East

“Sometimes, important news for 
Syrian refugees is broadcasted on 
TV, as part of the news digest. That 
is how we learnt for instance that 
we had to get magnetic IDs (on the 
national Jordanian channel)”

–Female Refugee Amman, Jordan
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7.2.4. THEIR LEGS AS AN INFORMATION TOOL

Although this may be natural for some procedures, 
the necessity of being physically present to obtain 
information raises a number of issues: 

In Turkish administrative offices, schools or medical facilities, there is a linguistic barrier. There, qualitative comments by 
Syrian refugees underlined the ambiguous role of the tarjuman (Syrian refugees or sometimes Turkish nationals employed as 
Turkish-Arabic translators), who facilitate communication but are sometimes perceived by beneficiaries as giving incomplete 
information, or even treating them rudely.

With the various limitations of the above-mentioned information channels (SMS, internet, media, outreach teams), the only 
solution for Syrian refugees and concerned host communities is more often than not to simply go by themselves to the 
relevant place (school, hospital, clinic, police station, diverse host country’s administrative branches, NGO or UN office, etc.).

Chart 72: Going to the relevant office or institution (whole population)
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1. Syrian refugees and vulnerable host 
communities live in the cheapest 
neighbourhoods, therefore usually far 
from the relevant places and with limited 
public transportation available 

2. In Lebanon, the inability of Syrian refugees 
to renew their residency documents leads 
to restrictions to movements, especially 
for adult men (for fear of arrest at the 
checkpoints)

3. In the most conservative segments, it is 
not appropriate for women to walk the 
streets alone, which means that they 
remain cut-off from information if their 
husband or some teenager son is not available to accompany them

4. Information is sometimes available only in written form, by a poster on a wall or a door, a leaflet or a paper, 
which may be difficult to read, understand or even find 

5. There are sometimes long waiting times at offices or institutions, with unclear instructions or problems of 
access to the relevant employee

“I have a residency card in Turkey, I went to 
the UNHCR office directly to inquire about 
the procedures for the registration but they 
told me I cannot register with them. Other 
than that, I rely a lot on word of mouth from 
friends and relatives who went through the 
same procedures.
For the work permit, my employer takes 
care of the procedures. There is also a 
page on Facebook where Hussam Orfali 
publishes videos of him explaining the legal 
procedures in Turkey”

–Male Refugee Gaziantep, Turkey
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7.3. TRUST ISSUES 
The comparison of the least trusted sources of information across 
the above-mentioned 9 sectors explored with respondents65  clearly 
shows that word of mouth is widespread, but is not 
always a reliable information channel, used not only 
by convenience but also for lack of more reliable sources. Even 
informal Facebook pieces of information, gathered on unofficial 
pages or groups or from acquaintances’ posts for example, enjoy 
a higher trust level (with possibly some naïve trust for anything in 
written form, but also the possibility to compare and cross-check). 

However, data on trust is difficult to interpret, because it is a case-by-case issue. Therefore, the same information channel, on the same 
sector, can be both trusted in some cases or individual sources, and distrusted for others. This is the case for word of mouth, which is also 
quoted by respondents among the most trusted information channels. 

Valuable insight is given by the rank comparison of these sources. Physical visit to institutions’ offices, as well as official SMS or calls, 
and official internet portals (websites or official pages on social media) are clearly and understandably among the most trust sources. At 
the other extremity, unofficial Facebook postings as well as leaflets show a low level of trust (brochures and leaflets are not widely used 
for humanitarian information and they seem to mix with various commercial ads distributed in the streets or put in front of people’s doors). 

“We ask the neighbours, but sometimes 
some people do not share information. 
Syrians split themselves by origin (Deraa, 
Damascus) and they often do not share 
information with Syrian outside their 
communities” 

–Female Refugee Irbid, Jordan

Chart 73: Least reliable information sources, across sectors (whole population)

Chart 74: Most reliable information sources, across sectors (whole population)
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65  Humanitarian distributions; UNHCR procedures; work permit procedures; residency and administrative procedures; education for the respondent’s 
children; vocational training and higher studies for the respondent; health; work opportunities; housing
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7.4. INFORMATION GAPS 

It is more surprising to notice that local informal leaders such as shawish do enjoy a fair level of trust, while media are more doubted.
Table 12: Comparison of ranking between least and most reliable sources

Chart 75: Main information gaps, by gender (whole population)

Information channel  Rank gaining / 
losing66 Comment  

Institution's office 11 

Rank gaining 
(more trust)  

Shawish / local informal leader 5 

Official SMS or call (direct or indirect) 4 

Official internet presence of the institution  4 

Outreach teams 4 

Other 1 

Neutral  Word of mouth 0 

Workplace, employer 0 

Announcements in public places -2 

Rank losing (less 
trust)  

Facebook (unofficial) -3 

Media (TV, radio, newspapers, websites) -6 

Posters in public places -8 

Leaflets / brochures -10 

 

                                            
66 Rank among the least reliable source – rank among the most reliable sources  
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66 Rank among the least reliable source – rank among the most reliable sources 

7.4.1. INFORMATION GAPS BY GENDER
People, and especially the women (probably because they tend to be more in charge of domestic works), are mostly afraid 
of missing humanitarian distributions67  because of lack of information (on place, time, eligibility criteria, etc.).

67 Detailed to respondents in a broad meaning: distributions of food, clothes, fuel and various NFI, by any NGO, association, private persons or local authorities 
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7.4.2. INFORMATION GAPS BY TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION

7.4.3. DO HOST COMMUNITIES ALSO EXPERIENCE INFORMATION GAPS? 

Quite important to notice, camp refugees are not the worst informed. In fact, it is mostly in the intermediate category (ITS 
and other informal kinds of accommodation) that people miss some information, not so much about humanitarian distributions, but 
(which is more serious) on UNHCR registration procedures and education.

Host communities are obviously not concerned by some issues (UNHCR or work permit procedures). They are less worried about 
humanitarian distributions and better informed in general. But on issues that are common, work opportunities, housing or education, 
host community members experience information gaps comparable to those of Syrian refugees. 

 Chart 76: Information gaps, by type of accommodation (refugees only)

Chart 77: Main information gaps (refugees/host communities)
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7.4.4. A MAPPING OF EXPECTATIONS 

7.4.5. WHAT IS THE ACTUAL INFORMATION MISSING?

The following mapping shows a summary of the impact of various socio-economic variables on information gaps. Some of the 
positioning is obvious, such as UNHCR and work permit procedures, which concern refugees and not host communities. But it is 
also interesting to notice that people are especially concerned with UNHCR and host country procedures (especially 
residency) in Lebanon, while in general the poorer, less educated segment is focused on humanitarian distributions. 
Work opportunities concern especially the men, and more in Jordan and Turkey than in Lebanon (probably because of limits to work 
and freedom of movement in Lebanon). Housing, education and health are common preoccupations between refugees and 
host communities.

It is difficult to summarize in simple categories extremely diversified answers (by sector, by location, by type of NGO, 
association or institution concerned, etc.). The most insightful results (apart from work opportunities, which constitute a category in 
itself) are:

Chart 78: Mapping of the information gaps (whole population)68 

 
 

1. The organizations actually active on the ground and providing support: often, people know the very local 
associations, through an office or service centre in their neighbourhood, but they are afraid of missing other potential 
programs implemented by organizations located in the capital, in the next city, or even in another area 

2. Registration conditions: eligibility and processes to put one’s name on lists of potential beneficiaries are a common 
source of concern, both about the fairness of the whole operation and about the risks of not being in the loop 

3. The linguistic barrier is an issue especially in Turkish hospitals, schools and administrative offices 
4. Time and place of distributions organized locally: many respondents have anecdotes about missing some material 

aid distributions because they were not at home when the teams came, did not know about a distribution happening 
in some NGO premises or heard about it too late

68  Using the Multi Correlation Analysis (MCA) method. Several variables are represented on the same axis when they are correlated, in order to represent 
the influence of more than two variables on the studied phenomenon (here, information gaps). The horizontal axis is mostly determined by revenue (from 
left to right: richest to poorest), education (most educated to least educated) and sub-group (host communities to refugees). The vertical axis is mostly 
determined by the host country (from bottom to top, Lebanon to Jordan / Turkey) and gender (female to male). The studied behaviours (no internet, for 
example) are then placed in the plan depending on their coordinates computed on these socio-demographic variables. More details on the method used are 
available in section 8.3.3
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Chart 79: Specific information gaps across humanitarian sectors (whole population)

Chart 80: Sectors concerned by information gaps, by educational level (whole population)
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7.4.6. INFORMATION GAPS BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

7.4.7. WHAT IS LACKING EXACTLY?

Concern about humanitarian distributions is widespread, but especially strong among the less educated, while the more educated 
expect more on job search and studies.  

The detailed exploration of information gaps sector by sector show the dominance of job finding as an important 
preoccupation, but also some specific needs such as time and place of humanitarian distributions, details on administrative 
procedures for residency and work permit and the importance of the linguistic barrier (especially for job search, access to health 
services and administrative procedures). 
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 Humanitarian 
distributions 

UNHCR 
procedures 

Residency / 
administrative 

procedures 

Work 
permit Education Health Work 

opportunities Housing Average 

How to find 
work 0% 0% 28% 0% 0% 0% 59% 0% 11% 

Not received 
any 
information 

24% 2% 26% 2% 21% 3% 2% 5% 11% 

Unreliable 
information 14% 0% 0% 27% 11% 1% 4% 23% 10% 

Organizations 
providing 
support 

2% 0% 0% 14% 14% 46% 0% 0% 10% 

Registration 
for support 3% 30% 0% 0% 27% 8% 0% 7% 10% 

Other 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 56% 7% 

Linguistic 
barrier 0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 12% 24% 5% 6% 

Specific 
support 
needed 

3% 34% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 

How to get 
residency / ID 0% 0% 0% 30% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 

Time and 
place 17% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 

Criteria for 
selection of 
beneficiaries 

7% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 

Reason why 
there is no 
support 

14% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 

 

69  The first column presents a second degree of detail, when respondents were asked about their specific information gaps, for the sectors that they 
mentioned as problematic (first line). Some specific gaps of information (in the first column) concern only some sectors: for example, “how to find work” 
concerns work opportunities and residency / administrative procedures (because finding work also depends on the legal status for Syrian refugees). 
Percentages are displayed by column, on the number of people concerned (not host communities for UNHCR procedures, for example). They do not add up 
to 100% because some respondents did not specify their information gaps (“does not know”, “other”, “general lack”, etc.).

Table 13: Main information gaps by sector (whole population)69  
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ANNEXES8
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8.1. TABLES OF RESULTS
8.1.1. FULL TABLE OF TELEVISION CHANNELS (OBSERVATION)
People, and especially the women (probably because they tend to be more in charge of domestic works), are mostly afraid of missing 
humanitarian distributions  because of lack of information (on place, time, eligibility criteria, etc.).

Television channel Category Percentage70 

Other entertainment 
channel Entertainment channel %17.3

Tuyoor al Janna Entertainment channel %11.1

SpaceToon Entertainment channel %6.8

MBC Entertainment channel %4.2

Al Jazeera Pan-Arab pro-revolution 
channel %4.1

CNN Arabic International channel %4.1

Aleppo Today Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %4.1

Al Ekhbariya al suriye Syrian pro-regime channel %4.0

Z Alwan Entertainment channel %3.9

Al Arabiya Pan-Arab pro-revolution 
channel %3.8

Cartoon Network Entertainment channel %3.6

Al Hadath Pan-Arab pro-revolution 
channel %3.2

MBC 3 Entertainment channel %2.7

TRT Turkish channel %2.7

Other religious channel Religious channel %2.4

Syrian Drama TV Entertainment channel %2.2

Star TV Turkish channel %2.1

Other Syrian channel Other %1.9

Other international 
channel International channel %1.5

Kanal A Turkish channel %1.2

Show Turk Turkish channel %1.2

FOX Entertainment channel %1.0

Syria TV Syrian pro-regime channel %0.9

Rotana Entertainment channel %0.9

70  Among observations

Table 14: Television channel on at the moment of interview (complete list)
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8.1.2. FULL TABLE OF TELEVISION CHANNELS (DECLARED, ON NEWS) 

Television channel Category Percentage71 

Al Jazeera Pan-Arab pro-revolution 
channel %29.10

Al Arabiya Pan-Arab pro-revolution 
channel %28.70

Al Jadeed Lebanese channel %18.10

Al Hadath Pan-Arab pro-revolution 
channel %15.60

Orient Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %14.80

MTV Lebanese channel %7.40

Kanal D Turkish channel %5.70

Show Turk Turkish channel %5.60

Star TV Turkish channel %5.50

Aleppo Today Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %5.40

TRT Turkish channel %5.40

LBC Lebanese channel %4.40

TRT Haber Turkish channel %4.00

Al Jadeed Lebanese channel %0.9

Roya TV Jordanian channel %0.9

Other Turkish channel Turkish channel %0.9

France 24 International channel %0.8

Baraem Entertainment channel %0.8

Orient Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %0.7

Free Syria TV Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %0.7

Iqraa Religious channel %0.7

MTV Lebanese channel %0.7

Other Jordanian channel Jordanian channel %0.5

Sama TV Syrian pro-regime channel %0.4

MBC Action Entertainment channel %0.4

71  Of added mentions over four areas of news (own area in Syria, Syria in general, host country, international) 
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FOX Entertainment channel %3.70

A Haber Turkish channel %3.30

Roya TV Jordanian channel %3.20

ATV Turkish channel %2.90

Rojava TV Kurdish channel %2.80

Jordan TV Jordanian channel %2.20

Syrian Drama TV Entertainment channel %2.10

Free Syria TV Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %2.00

Free Syrian Army TV Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %2.00

Sama TV Syrian pro-regime channel %1.90

Haber Turk Turkish channel %1.90

Jordan Now TV Jordanian channel %1.80

Kanal 7 Turkish channel %1.60

OTV Lebanese channel %1.50

Noor Jordan Jordanian channel %1.50

Al Mustaqbal TV Lebanese channel %1.40

Ulke TV Turkish channel %1.40

Other TV channel Other %1.30

CNN Turk Turkish channel %1.30

Syria TV Syrian pro-regime channel %1.10

MBC Entertainment channel %1.10

Al Mayadeen Lebanese channel %1.10

Ad Dounia Syrian pro-regime channel %1.00

NTV Turkish channel %1.00

Roj TV Kurdish channel %0.90

Vin TV Kurdish channel %0.80

BBC Arabic International channel %0.70

Al Ekhbariya al suriye Syrian pro-regime channel %0.60
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France 24 International channel %0.50

Jisr TV Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %0.50

Al Manar TV Lebanese channel %0.50

Sama Jordan TV Jordanian channel %0.50

TRT Arabic Turkish channel in Arabic %0.50

Al-Haqeqa ad Douwaliya 
(Fact JO) Jordanian channel %0.40

CNN Arabic International channel %0.30

Tuyoor al Janna Entertainment channel %0.30

Z Alwan Entertainment channel %0.30

JO sat Jordanian channel %0.30

Suriya Al Ghad Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %0.20

Al Wakeel News Jordanian channel %0.20

Jood Jordanian channel %0.20

Al Hurra International channel %0.10

Sham FM TV Syrian pro-regime channel %0.10

Qasioun TV Syrian pro-revolution 
channel %0.10

Al Madina news Jordanian channel %0.10

Hawa Jordan Jordanian channel %0.10

Russia al Yum International channel %0.00
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8.2. TABLES OF MEDIA 
8.2.1. TELEVISION CHANNELS 

The following table presents all the television channels mentioned by interviewees and formally identified, gathered by categories.

Table 15: Television channels mentioned during interviews

NAME LOGO TYPE GENERAL DESCRIPTION SATELLITE

INTERNATIONAL NEWS CHANNELS

Al Jazeera
قناة الجزيرة News channel

Headquarters in Doha
State-funded broadcaster 
owned by the Al Jazeera 
Media Network
Launched in 1996
Arabic; English; Turkish; 
Serbo-Croatian

Arabsat
Eutelsat
TurkSat
Hotbird

Al Arabiya
قناة العربية News channel

Headquarters in Dubai
Launched in 2003
Arabic; English; Persian; 
Urdu

Arabsat 
Hotbird
Nilesat

Al Hadath
قناة الحدث News channel

Headquarters in Dubai
Branch of Al Arabiya 
focused on the Arab 
revolution
Launched in 2012

NileSat

BBC
Arabic News channel

Headquarters in London
Owned by BBC World 
Service
Launched in 2008
Arabic

Anik F3
Badr
Bein

Hotbird
Intelsat
Nilesat

CNN Turk News channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Part of the CNN Network
Owned by the Turner 
Broadcasting System 
Europe and Doğan Yayın 
Holding
Launched in 1999

Turksat
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CNN Arabic News channel

Headquarters in Dubai
Part of the CNN Network
Launched in 2002
Arabic

Arabsat

France 24 News channel

Headquarters in Paris
Owned by France Médias 
Monde
Launched in 2006
Arabic; English; French

Astra
Badr

Eutelsat
Nilesat

SYRIAN CHANNELS

Orient
قناة أورينت News channel

Syrian opposition channel
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Syrian 
businessman, journalist 
and opposition figure 
Ghassan Aboud
Launched in 2008
Arabic

Arabsat
Hotbird
Nilesat

Aleppo Today
 قناة حلب

اليوم
News channel

Syrian opposition channel
Non-profit, community-
based media organization
Launched in 2011
Arabic

Nilesat

Suriya Al 
Ghad

 قناة سوريا
الغد

News channel
Syrian opposition channel
Launched in 2011 in Paris
Arabic

Nilesat

Jisr TV
 قناة الجرس

الفضائية
News channel

Syrian opposition channel
Launched in 2005
Arabic

Nilesat

Shada al 
Hurrieh TV

 قناة شدا
الحرية

News channel Syrian opposition channel
Arabic NileSat
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Nabd Syria
 قناة نبض

سوريا
News channel

Pro-Syrian regime channel
Iran and Syria news
Arabic

NileSat

Syrian 
Medical TV

 القناة الطبية
 السورية
الفضائية

Information 
channel

Headquarters in 
Damascus
Official TV of the Ministry 
of Health
Arabic

Nilesat

Sama TV
 قناة سام
الفضائية

News channel

Pro – Syrian regime 
channel
Headquarters in 
Damascus
Private channel
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat

Ad Dounia TV
قناة الدنيا

Generalist 
channel

Pro – Syrian regime 
channel
Headquarters in 
Damascus
Private Syrian channel
Launched in 2007
Sister channel of Sama TV
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat

Al Ekhbariya 
al suriye

 قناة اإلخبارية
السورية

News channel

Pro – Syrian regime 
channel
Headquarters in 
Damascus
Private channel
Launched in 2010
Arabic

Nilesat

Syria TV
 القناة الفضائية

السورية
News channel

Pro – Syrian regime 
channel
Headquarters in 
Damascus
Public Syrian channel
Launched in 1995
Arabic

Arabsat
AsiaGat
Eutelsat
Express 
AM22

Galaxy 19
HispaSat
Nilesat
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Qasioun TV
 فضائية

قاسيون
News channel

Syrian opposition channel
Arabic; English; Kurdish; 
Turkish

Online TV

Free Syria TV
 قناة السوري
الحر الفضائية

News channel
Syrian opposition channel
Unkown location of 
headquarters

Nilesat

Syrian Drama 
TV

 قناة سوريا
دراما

Entertainment 
channel
Arabic drama 
series

Headquarters in 
Damascus
Public Syrian TV
Launched in 2009
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat

KURDISH CHANNELS

Roj TV Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Danmark
Kurdish channel
Owned by Mesopotamia 
Broadcast
Launched in 2004
Arabic; Kurdish; Persian; 
Zaza; Turkish

Hotbird
Intelsat
Nilesat

Rojava TV Generalist 
channel

Based in Syrian Kurdistan
Kurdish; Arabic; English Nilesat

Vin TV Music channel

Headquarters in Duhok
Kurdish channel
Private channel
Launched in 2007
Arabic; Kurdish

Nilesat
Eutelsat

JORDANIAN CHANNELS

Jordan TV
 التلفزيون

األردين

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Amman
Public Jordanian channel
Launched in 1968
Arabic

Nilesat
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Al Wakeel 
News

 الوكيل
اإلخباري

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Nilesat

Jood

 قناة جود
الفضائية

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Arabic

Nilesat

JO sat

 القناة الفضائية
جوسات

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Launched in 2009
Arabic

Arabsat

Hawa Jordan

 وكالة هوا
األردن اإلخبارية

News channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat

Ayn al 
Urdunn

 قناة عني
االردن

News channel Headquarters in Amman
Arabic Nilesat

Al-Haqeqa Al 
Douwaliya

 قناة الحقيقة
الدولية

News channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Launched in 2005
Arabic; English

Nilesat

Jordan Now 
TV

قناة االردن االن News channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Nilesat

Sama Jordan 
TV

 قناة سام
األردن

News channel
Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat

Noor Jordan
قناة نور األردن News channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat
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Tuyoor al 
Janna

 قناة طيور
الجنة

Entertainment 
channel
Children 
channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel
Launched in 2008
Arabic

Nilesat

TURKISH CHANNELS

TRT 1
(Türkiye 

Radyo ve 
Televizyon 
Kurumu)

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Ankara
Public Turkish channel
Launched in 1968
Turkish

EutelSat
DigiTurk
D-Smart
Turksat

ATV Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Turkuvaz Medya 
Grubu
Launched in 1993
Turkish

DFH Network
DigiTurk
D-Smart

Filbox
Turksat

Kanal 7 Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Yeni Dünya 
Medya Grubu
Launched in 1994
Turkish

DigiTurk
D-Smart

Filbox
Turksat

TRT Arabic Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Ankara
Public Turkish channel
Launched in 2010
Arabic

Badr
DigiTurk
D-Smart
Nilesat
Turksat

Haber Turk News channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Ciner Holding
Launched in 2001
Turkish

DigiTurk
D-Smart
Turksat

A Haber News channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Turkuvaz Medya 
Grubu
Launched in 2011
Turkish

DigiTurk
D-Smart

Filbox
Turksat

NTV News channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Doğuş Media 
Group Launched in 1991
Turkish

EurtelSat
Turksat
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Ulke TV News channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Yeni Dünya 
Medya Grubu
Launched in 2008
Turkish

DigiTurk
D-Smart
Turksat

TRT Haber News channel

Headquarters in Ankara
Public Turkish channel
Launched in 1986
Turkish

EutelSat
DigiTurk
D-Smart
Turksat

Rehber tv News channel Headquarters in Istanbul
Turkish Turksat

Show Turk Entertainment
channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Ciner Holding
Launched in 1995 and re-
launched in 2005
Turkish

Filbox
Turksat

Star TV Entertainment
channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Doğuş Media 
Group
Launched in 2011
Turkish

DigiTurk
D-Smart
Turksat

Kanal D
Entertainment

channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by Doğan Yayın 
Holding
Launched in 1993
German; Romanian; 
Turkish

AzerSpace 1
Eutelsat
Digitalb
DigiTurk
D-Smart
Turksat

TV 8 Entertainment
channel

Headquarters in Istanbul
Owned by MNG Media 
Group
Launched in 1992
Turkish

Digitalb
DigiTurk

Filbox
Turksat
TKGS
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LEBANESE CHANNELS

Al Jadeed
قناة الجديد

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Private channel
Launched in 1992
Arabic

Badr
Nilesat

OTV
 قناة او يت

يف
Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Owned by OTV Holding
Launched in 2007
Arabic; French; Armenian

Arabsat

Al Mustaqbal 
TV

 تلفزيون قناة
املستقبل

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Private channel
Launched in 1993 by Rafic 
Hariri
Arabic

Arabsat
Nilesat

MTV
 قناة م يت

يف
Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Private channel
Launched in 1991 and re-
launched in 2009
Arabic

Anik F3
Intelsat
Nilesat

LBC
 الفضائية
اللبنانية

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Owned by Lebanese 
Broadcasting Corporation 
International
Launched in 1992
Arabic

Nilesat

Al Manar TV
قناة املنار News channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Owned by Lebanese 
Communication Group
Launched in 1991
Banned by the United 
States, France, Spain and 
Germany for its links with 
the Hezbollah.
Arabic

Arabsat
Hotbird
Nilesat

Al Mayadeen
قناة امليادين News channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Private channel
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Arabsat
Eutelsat
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ENTERTAINEMENT CHANNELS

Z Alwan
زي ألوان

Entertainment 
channel

Bollywood 
movies in 

Arabic

Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Zee 
Entertainment Enterprises 
(Essel Group)
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Arabsat
Badr

Nilesat

Zee Aflam
زي افالم

Entertainment 
channel

Bollywood 
movies in 

Arabic

Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Zee 
Entertainment Enterprises
Launched in 2009

Nilesat

Elammaria 
Drama

 قناة العامرية
دراما

Entertainment 
channel
Bedouin 
series

Saudi Channel
Arabic Eutelsat

FOX Entertainment
channel

Headquarters in Abu Dhabi
Launched in 2011
Owned by Fox International 
Channels Middle East
Arabic; English

Arabsat
Badr

Nilesat

Rotana
قناة روتانا

Entertainment 
channel

Music Channel

Headquarters in Riyadh
Owned by Saudi prince and 
businessman Al Waleed 
ben Talal Al Saoud
Launched in 1987

Arabsat
Nilesat

Ghinwa
قناة غنوة

Entertainment 
channel

Music Channel

Private channel
Arabic Nilesat

Hawas TV
 قناة حواس

الفضائية
Entertainment

channel

Headquarters in Dubai
Launched in 2005
Arabic

Nilesat

Nourmina TV
قناة نورمينا

Entertainment 
channel

Headquarters in Amman
Private channel

Nilesat
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MBC GROUP

MBC 1 Entertainment 
channel

First channel of the Middle 
East Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim
Launched in 1991

Arabsat
Eutelsat
Yahsat

MBC Action
Entertainment 

channel
Action Movies

Part of the Middle East 
Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim
Launched in 2007

Badr
Eutelsat

MBC 3
Entertainment 

channel
Children 
channel

Part of the Middle East 
Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim

Launched in 2004

Arabsat
Nilesat

MBC 4

Entertainment 
channel
Western 
movies 

with Arabic 
subtitles

Part of the Middle East 
Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim

Launched in 2004

Badr
Eutelsat

MBC 
bollywood

Entertainment 
channel

Bollywood 
movies in 

Arabic

Part of the Middle East 
Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim

Launched in 2013

Eutelsat
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MBC Drama  

Entertainment 
channel

Arabic drama 
series

Part of the Middle East 
Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim

Launched in 2010

Badr
Eutelsat

  RELIGIOUS CHANNELS

Al Risalah
قناة الرسالة

Entertainment 
channel

Arabic drama 
series

Part of the Middle East 
Broadcasting Center 
(MBC) group
Headquarters in Dubai
Owned by Saudi 
businessman Waleed bin 
Ibrahim Al Ibrahim

Launched in 2010

Badr
Eutelsat

Hadi TV
هادي يت يف

Religious 
channel

Headquarters in 
Islamabad
Shia orientation
Launched in 2004
14 Languages including 
(English; French; Arabic; 
Urdu; Farsi; etc)

Eutelsat
Hotbird
Nilesat

Al Imane
قناة اإلميان

Religious 
channel

Headquarters in Beirut
Arabic Nilesat

OTHER CHANNELS

Zitouna TV
قناة الزيتونة

Generalist 
channel

Headquarters in Tunis
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Eutelsat
Nilesat

Sawt al Shaab
 قناة صوت

الشعب
News channel

Headquarters in Cairo
Parliament TV channel
Launched in 2012
Arabic

Nilesat

Majan TV
 قناة مجان
الفضائية

Entertainment 
channel

Headquarters in Muscat
Frist Private channel in 
Oman
Arabic

Nilesat
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72  M=millions; K=thousands

NAME TYPE CONTENT 
SUMMARY

NB OF FB 
FOLLOWERS72 URL LOGO

NEWS INFORMATION

Faiçal Al 
Kassim

فيصل القاسم
Official 
page

Official page of 
the Al Jazeera 

journalist Faiçal Al 
Kassem

Links to online 
newspaper shared 

Picture and text 
main vector of 

content

12M
https://www.facebook.

com/falkasim/
?ref=br_rs

Syria Breaking
سوريا عاجل

Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Syria

Breaking news 
Text main vector of 

content

6M https://www.facebook.
com/syria.breaking/

Diary of a 
mortar shell in 

Damascus
 يوميات قذيفة

 هاون يف
دمشق

Public 
page

News broadcast 
on the war in Syria

Specialized 
content on 
Damascus

Pro-revolution 
orientation

Videos and picture 
main vector of 

content

3M
https://www.facebook.

com/Yomyat
Kzefeh/   

Mohammad 
Al Wakeel

محمد الوكيل 
Official 
page

Official page of 
the Jordanian 

journalist 
and producer 

Mohammad Al 
Wakeel

Links to online 
newspaper Al 
Wakeel News 

shared 
Picture and text 
main vector of 

content

733K
https://www.facebook.

com/Mohammad
Alwakeelshow/

8.2.2. FACEBOOK PAGES AND GROUPS 
The following table presents all the Facebook pages and groups mentioned by interviewees and formally identified, gathered 
by categories and ordered by relative importance on the network. 

Table 16: Facebook pages and groups
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Political Post
 بوست

سيايس
Public 
page

Caricatures and 
political text 
main content  

Text and pictures 
main vector of 

content

441K https://www.facebook.com/
PoliticalPost1/

Baddaoui 
Camp News

 شبكة اخبار
 مخيم

البداوي

Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Palestine
Specialized 
content on 
Baddaoui 

Refugee camp
Picture main 

vector of content

37K
https://www.facebook.com/

ShbktAkh
barMkhymAlbdawee/

Syria News 
Minute by 

Minute
 اخبار سوريا

لحظه بلحظه

Public 
page

News 
information on 

Syria
Pro-revolution 

orientation
Text main vector 

of content

146K https://www.facebook.com/
MinuteByMinuteNews/    

Edlib News 
Network

 شبكة اخبار
إدلب

Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Syria

Specialized 
content on Idlib
Pro-revolution 

orientation
Picture and text 
main vector of 

content

6,105 https://www.facebook.com/
Edlib.News.English /

Douma City 
News

تنسيقية دوما
Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Syria

Specialized 
content on 
Douma City

Pro-revolution 
orientation

Picture and text 
main vector of 

content

5,344 https://www.facebook.com/
/تنسيقية-دوما-468723093158121
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Syrian 
Revolution 

News
 أخبار ثورة

سوريا

Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Syria

Pro-revolution 
orientation

Video and text 
main vector of 

content

5,165 https://www.facebook.com/
Syrian.Revolution.News/

Bekaa news
 شبكة اخبار

البقاع
Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Lebanon
Specialized 

content on the 
Bekaa Province
Pictures main 

vector of content

4,268 https://www.facebook.com/
Bekaanetnews/

Syria and the 
World News 

Network
 شبكة اخبار

 سوريا
والعامل

Public 
page

News 
information on 
the war in Syria
Pro-revolution 

orientation
Picture main 

vector of content

679
https://www.facebook.

com/-شبكة-اخبار-سوريا-و
/العامل233752236710486-

   

 

Irbid News
اخبار اربد

Public 
page

News broadcast 
on Syria

Specialized 
content on Irbid
Pro-revolution 

orientation
Text main vector 

of content

587 https://www.facebook.com/
irbid245/
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SYRIANS FROM SPECIFIC CITIES AND REGIONS IN SYRIA

Natives of 
Ma’ara - Idlib

 مزاد مدينة
 معرة مرصين

-  إدلب

Closed 
group

Group gathering 
natives of the city of 

Maarat Masrine
22K

https://www.facebook.
com/groups/119033

6807648539/

Youth of Rass 
El Ein Abroad
 شباب وصبايا
 راس العني

يف املهجر

Public 
page

Page gathering 
Syrians from the city 

of Ras al-Ayn
News broadcast of the 

city 
Pictures of the city 

and information about 
its residents

Pictures of traditional 
Kurdish folklore

Text and picture main 
vector of content

14K
https://www.facebook.com/
شباب-راس-العني-يف-املهجر

-839485642758263/?ref=br_rs

Halfaya is 
Ours

حلفايا لنا
Public 
page

Page gathering 
Syrians from the city 

of Halfaya 
News broadcast of the 

city 
Pictures of the city 

and information about 
its residents

Text and picture main 
vector of content

7,731 https://www.facebook.
com/HalfayaCity/    

Syria Don’t 
Cry

سوريا ال تبيك
Public 
page

Official page of the 
Jordanian journalist 

and producer 
Mohammad Al Wakeel

Links to online 
newspaper Al Wakeel 

News shared 
Picture and text main 

vector of content

6,082

https://www.facebook.
com/سوريا-ال-تبيك-Syria-

dont-
cry562169270507612-/
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Youth 
Association of 

Saadnayel
 رابطة شباب

سعدنايل

Public 
page

Page gathering 
youth of 
Saadnayl

News broadcast 
of the city 

Information 
about the 

residents of the 
city

Text and picture 
main vector of 

content

4,971 https://www.facebook.com/
Rabtit.Shabab.Saadnayel/

Youth of Rass El 
Ein

 شباب وصبايا راس
العني

Public 
page

Page gathering 
youth 

from Ras El Ein  
Entertainment 

page  
Picture and video 

main vector of 
content

2,036 https://www.facebook
.com/ras.alen.love/

Youth of Idlib
شباب إدلب

Public 
page

Page gathering 
youth from Idlib 

Governorate
Religious 
content 

Text main vector 
of content

1,372 https://www.facebook.com/
ShbabWsbayaEdlb/

   

 

Hmassenat 
Homs

حامصنة حمص
Public 
page

Gathering people 
from Homs 
Governorate

News 
information on 
the war in Syria

Specialized 
content on Homs 

Governorate
Pictures of the 
region and its 

residents
Pro-revolution 

orientation
Picture main 

vector of content

571 https://www.facebook.
com/7ooms/
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Girls of the 
Eastern 

Neighbourhood 
of Irbid

 بنات الحي
الرشقي اربد

Public 
page

Group targeting 
women from the 
Eastern area of 

Irbid
Job 

opportunities 
and training 

opportunities 

266 https://www.facebook.com/
groups/198591703511728/

 

SYRIAN REFUGEES IN HOST COUNTRIES

JORDAN

Syrian in Jordan
 سوري يف

االردن
Closed 
group

Group gathering 
Syrian refugees 

in Jordan.
32K https://www.facebook.com/

groups/834159199939804

Syrian Refugees 
News Jordan
 اخبار الالجئني

 السوريني يف
االردن

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting Syrian 

refugees in 
Jordan

Administrative 
procedures for 

Jordan 
Migration 

processes from 
Syria to Jordan 

and advices 
News from Syria 

Pictures and 
videos main 

vector of content

   20K
https://www.facebook.com/
SyrianRefugeesNewsjordan/

Stories of 
Syrians in 

Jordan
 يوميات السوريني

يف االردن

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting Syrian 

refugees in 
Jordan

Job 
opportunities, 

training 
opportunities, 
humanitarian 
distributions 

Text and picture 
main vector of 

content

13K

https://www.facebook.
com/Diary.Syrians.

in.Jordan/?hc_
ref=SEARCH&fref=nf
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Syrian 
Students in 

Jordan
 تجمع الطلبة

 السوريني يف
االردن

Public 
page

Group gathering 
Syrian students 

in Jordan
Information on 
grants, training 
opportunities, 
registration 
procedures 

Links to 
Universities 

websites shared 
Text main vector 

of content

1,481
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1782517952025903/

?fref=nf
 

Syrian 
Students in 

the Zarka 
University 

 تجمع الطلبة
 السوريني يف
جامعة الزرقاء

Private 
group

Gathering Syrian 
students of the 

University of 
Zarka in Jordan

910 https://www.facebook.com/
groups/Sy.za.uni/?ref=br_rs

 

 

TURKEY

Syrian 
Refugees 
News in 
Turkey

 اخبار السوريني
يف تركيا

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting Syrian 

refugees in 
Turkey

administrative 
procedures in 

Turkey
Advice for 
migration 
process

Administrative 
procedures in 

Jordan
Exchange of 

goods 
Text and picture 
main vector of 

content

6,528

https://www.
facebook.com/-اخبار
السوريني-يف-تركيا-

226784897773884/?ref=br_
rs

The suffering 
of the Syrians 

in Turkey
 معاناة

 السوريني يف
تركيا

Closed 
group

Page gathering 
Syrian refugees 

in Turkey
11

https://www.facebook.
com/groups/

551732321515063/?ref=br_rs
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OTHER COUNTRIES

Syrian 
Diaspora in 

the Maghreb
 الجالية

 السورية
 يف املغرب

العريب

Closed 
group

Closed group 
gathering Syrian 
refugees in the 

Maghreb 

321
https://www.

facebook.com/
groups/1733635176883237/

 

Group for 
Resettlement 

in the USA
 كروب اعادة
 التوطني يف

امريكا

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting Syrian 
refugees wishing 
to immigrate to 

the United States 
of America

Information on 
the American 

migration 
procedures 

Personal stories 
and experiences 
Text main vector 

of content

139
https://www.facebook.com/

ZXCVBNMMNBVCXZZXCVBN/?hc_
ref=SEARCH&fref=nf  

JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR SYRIAN REFUGEES

Job 
opportunities 

in Antakya
 فرص العمل
يف انطاكية

Closed 
group 22K

https://www.
facebook.com/

groups/1522591144689636/
  

Job 
opportunities 
in Gaziantep
 فرص العمل
 يف غازي

عنتاب

Closed 
group 14K

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/130737177103815/?ref=br_rs   

Employment 
and Job 

Opportunities 
for Syrians

 وظائف
 وفرص العمل

 للسوريني

Public 
page

Advertising job 
opportunities for 

Syrians
Syrians 

advertising their 
businesses and 

services 

4,319
https://www.facebook.com/

wazzayefamal/?ref=br_rs
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TRADE OR RELATED BUSINESS FOR SYRIAN REFUGEES

Second Hand 
Aleppo

 مستعمل
مدينة حلب

Public 
group

Group putting 
in contact buyer 

and sellers
Specifically 
targeting 

residents of 
Aleppo 

124K

https://www.
facebook.com/groups/
UsedAleppo/?ref=br_

rs&qsefr=1
   

Professional 
of the 

Shawarma 
around the 

world
 محرتفني
 الشاورما

 والفروج حول
العامل

Closed 
group

Page gathering 
professionals of 
the Shawarma 

Business

5,338
https://www.facebook.com/

groups/1513887228915165   

To Buy 
and Sell in 

Amman 
and its 

surroundings 
 للبيع والرشاء

 يف عامن
وضواحيها

Public 
page

Group putting in 
contact buyers 

and sellers
Specifically 
targeting 

residents of 
Amman

1,335
https://www.facebook.com/

hAyAtNa123/?ref=br_rs
 

Services for 
Syrians in 
Gaziantep 

and its 
surroundings

 خدمات
 للسوريني يف

 غازي عنتاب
وضواحيها

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting Syrian 

refugees in 
Gaziantep

Job 
opportunities 
for Syrians in 

Gaziantep 
Advertising 

for legal 
services for the 
administrative 
procedures in 

Turkey
Text and picture 
main vector of 

content

1,213

https://www.facebook.
com/-خدمات-السوريني

يف-غازي-عنتاب-
1718569608430353/?ref=br_

rs
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Antakya’s 
Market for 

Syrians
 سوق انطاكية

للسوريني

Public 
page

Group 
advertising for 
houses for rent 

in Antakya
Specifically 

targeting Syrian 
refugees

700
https://www.facebook.com/

سوق-أنطاكية-للسوريني-
1705549246349294/?ref=br_rs

   

Services for 
Syrians in 
Antakya
 خدمات

 للسوريني يف
انطاكية

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting Syrian 

refugees in 
Turkey

Administrative 
procedures in 

Turkey
Advices for 
migration 
process

Exchange of 
goods and 
advertising 
for Syrian 

businesses
Text and picture 
main vector of 

content

153
https://www.facebook.

com/-خدمات-السوريني-يف
/انطاكية905183119535197-   

EDUCATION

Cultivate 
Yourself

ثقف نفسك
Public 
page

Educational 
page sharing 

information on 
various subjects.

33M
https://www.facebook.

com/3eesho.thaqafNafsak/
   

AraGeek
اراجيك

Public 
page

Digital 
educational 
information 

platform 
targeting Arabs.

1M
https://www.facebook.com/

arageek/?ref=br_rs
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ENTERTAINMENT

Goal.com
كول. كوم

Official 
page

Online 
newspaper 

Mobile 
Application for 

Android and 
Apple

Specialized 
content on 

Football 
Links to website 

shared 
Videos and 

picture main 
vector of content

16M
https://www.facebook.

com/goal/?ref=br_rs
    

World 
Marvels

عجائب الدنيا
Public 
page

Entertainment 
page

Picture main 
vector of content

7M
https://www.facebook.com/-عجائب

/الدنيا1017491491611140-
   

Majid Al 
Khalidi

 الشاعر ماجد
الخالدي

Official 
page

Entertainment 
channel 

broadcasting 
poems of Majd Al 

Khaldi
Video main 

vector of content

473K
https://www.facebook.com/

alkhaldiofficial/

  

Ma’an 
Football Team

 قروب معان
الريايض

Public 
page

Page gathering 
fans of the Ma’an 

football team
Picture and video 

main vector of 
content

40K
https://www.facebook.

com/groups/Maan.Sports.
Forum/

  

Iraqi Hunters 
Association

 جمعية
 الصيادين
العراقية

Public 
page

Specifically 
targeting 

hunters and fans 
of hunting

Picture main 
vector of content

422

https://www.
facebook.com/-جمعية

الصيادين-العراقيه-
842111539150484/?hc_

ref=SEARCH
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WOMEN’S INTERESTS

Syria and its 
Great Food

 سوريا واكلها
الطيب

Public 
group

Cooking recipes 
of Syrian food 

Video and picture 
main vector of 

content

1M
https://www.facebook.com/

groups/725997237430905/?fref=nf      

Habibati 
Magazine

مجلة حبيبتي
Public 
page

Online magazine
Women›s interest 

contents
Picture main 

vector of content

289K
https://www.facebook.com/

Habebaty.Magazine/
    

Only for Girls
بنات وبس

Public 
page

Entertainment 
channel 

broadcasting 
poems of Majd Al 

Khaldi
Video main vector 

of content

285K https://www.facebook.com/banatts/

   

The Kitchen 
of Dalal Al 
Hanaoui

 مطبخ دالل
الحناوي

Closed 
group

Group gathering 
fans of Dalal Al 

Hanaoui 
Mobile application 

for Android
Aleppo food 

recipes 
Video and pictures 

main vector of 
content

186K
https://www.

facebook.com/
groups/425658077540547/

   

Manal Al 
Alem

منال العامل
Official 
page

Official page of 
Manal Al Alam 

Emirati chef
Cooking recipes 

Video and picture 
main vector of 

content

119K
https://www.facebook.

com/ManalAlalem/
 

Corchet
كروشيه Public 

page

Exchange of 
handmade 
models for 

Crochet work
Video and picture 

main vector of 
content

12K
https://www.facebook.com/

/كروشيه137183769785333-
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RELIGIOUS CONTENT

Mansour Al 
Salmi 

منصور السايل
Official 
page

Official page of 
the religious 

preacher 
Manssoor Al 

Salmi
Video and text 
main vector of 

content

1M
https://www.facebook.com/
Mansour.aIsaImy/?ref=br_rs

     

Mustafa 
Husny

 مصطفى
حسني

Public 
page

Non-official page
Followers of the 

religious preacher 
and YouTube 

influencer 
Mostafa Husny

Text main vector 
of content

936K
https://www.facebook.com/

/مصطفى-حسني191921307510799-
     

Dorar Nabulsi
درر النابليس

Public 
page

Non-official page
Students of the 

religious preacher 
and influencer 

Mohamed Rateb 
Al Nabulsi

Video main vector 
of content 

494K 
https://www.facebook.com/dorar.

nabulsi/

    

Maher Al 
Mueqly

ماهر املعقيل
Public 
page

Non-official page
Students of the 
Saudi religious 

preacher Maher 
Al Mueaqly 

Picture and text 
main vector of 

content

817
https://www.

facebook.com/-ماهر
/املعقيل291635034357956-    

Sweets from 
Syria

حلويات شامية
Public 
page

Cooking recipes 
of Syrian sweets 
Video and picture 

main vector of 
content

4,752
https://www.facebook.

com/Sweets.Shameya.2013/
   

73  M=millions; K=thousands
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8.2.3. RADIO STATIONS 
The following table presents all the radio stations mentioned by interviewees and formally identified

Table 17: Radio stations

NAME LOGO COUNTRY GENERAL DESCRIPTION NB OF FB 
FOLLOWERS73

SYRIAN STATIONS

The Voice of 
Youth

 اذاعة صوت
الشباب

Syria
Headquarter in Damascus
Private radio 
Arabic

80,5K

Radio Sham 
FM

 اذاعة شام 
فم

Syria
Golan 

Heights

Headquarters in 
Damascus
Private radio 
Arabic

648,7K

Damascus 
radio

اذاعة دمشق Syria
Headquarter in Damascus
Public radio 
Arabic

8,866

Radio Al 
Bishara

راديو البشارة Syria

Headquarters in Al 
Bishara Holy Convent of 
nuns in Aleppo
Arabic/Spanish/Greek

6,494

Radio 
Nassaem

راديو نسائم
Syria

Headquarters in Aleppo
Non-profit Radio 
Arabic/English

214,9K

73  M=millions; K=thousands
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LEBANESE STATIONS

The Voice of 
Tomorrow
 اذاعة صوت 

الغد

Jordan 
(Greater 

Amman area 
& Irbid)
Lebanon
Bahrein 
Australia

Headquarter in Beirut 
Private radio 
Arabic 289,4K

Radio Sawt 
Beirut

 اذاعة راديو
صوت بريوت

Broadcasted 
on website, 

smartphones 
and Satellite

Headquarter in Beirut
Private radio 
Arabic/English 346K

Radio Liban 
Libre

 اذاعة لبنان
الحر

Lebanon

Headquarter in Beirut
Official radio of 
Lebanese Armed forces 
Arabic

442

Radio Orient 
Lebanon

اذاعة الرشق
Lebanon Headquarters in Beirut

Arabic 11,5K

Radio One FM Lebanon
Headquarter in Beirut
Private radio 
Arabic/English

10,8M
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JORDANIAN STATIONS

Amman 
Radio

اذاعة عامن
Jordan

Headquarters in Amman
Public radio
Arabic 115K

Fann FM
 راديو فن

االردن
Jordan

Headquarters in Amman 
Private radio
Arabic

172K

Hala FM
راديو هال Jordan

Headquarters in Amman
Owned by the Jordanian 
Armed Forces
Arabic

863K

HD FM Jordan
Headquarters in Amman
Private radio
English

138

JBC Radio Jordan
Headquarters in Amman
Private radio
Arabic

970.9K

Amen Radio
اذاعة امن Jordan

Headquarters in Amman
Owned by the Jordanian 
Police 
Arabic

3.4M

TURKISH STATIONS

REGIONAL 
STATIONS

Saudi Arabia
Lebanon
Jordan 
Syria

Headquarter in Jeddah
Private radio 
Arabic

613K

Radio Rozana
اذاعة روزانا

Broadcasted 
on website, 

smartphones 
and Satellite

Headquarter in Paris
Private radio
Arabic 519,6K

TURKISH STATIONS

TRT Radio Turkey

Headquarters in Ankara
Public radio
Turkish
REGIONAL STATIONS

49K
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8.2.4. ONLINE INFORMATION WEBSITES
The following table presents all the information websites mentioned by interviewees and formally identified. 

Table 18: Information websites

NAME LOGO COUNTRY Quick content 
summary

NB OF FB 
FOLLOWERS74 URL

Annahar
جريدة النهار Lebanon

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
1933
Arabic/English

1,8M http://www.
annahar.com

Al Mostaqbal
 جريدة

املستقبل
Lebanon

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
1999
Arabic

152,6K
http://www.

almustaqbal.
com/

Al Ghad
جريدة الغد Jordan

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
2004
Arabic

2,3M http://www.
alghad.com

Al Qasioun
جريدة قاسيون Syria

Daily newspaper
Arabic/English/
Kurdish

192,4K http://www.
qasioun.net/

Al Madina 
News

 جريدة املدينة
نيوز

Jordan Daily newspaper
Arabic 927,4K

http://www.
almadenahnews.

com

Al Ra›i
جريدة الراي Jordan

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
1971
Arabic

1,1M http://alrai.com

Aksalser
عكس السري Syria

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
2006
Arabic

1,3M
https://www.

aksalser.com/
news/

S.N.N 
Sham 

Network
شبكة شام 

Syria

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
2011 
Based in the 
USA
Arabic

407,3K www.shaam.org/

74  M=millions; K=thousands
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Akhbaralaan
اخبار اآلن UAE

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
2003
Based in Dubai
Arabic

2,7M http://www.
akhbaralaan.net

Al Wakeel 
News

 موقع الوكيل
االخباري

Jordan

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
2012
Based in Amman 
Arabic

3,6M
www.

alwakeelnews.
com/

Assi Press
عايص برس Syria

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
2016
Based in Hamma
Arabic

810 http://asihama.
com

Arab Turkey
 صفحة تركيا

بالعريب
Turkey

Daily newspaper
Based in Istanbul
Arabic

244,1K https://arab-
turkey.com

Hawaa
حواء Egypt

Daily newspaper
Launched in 
1954 
Based in Cairo
Arabic

158,7K http://www.hawaa.
com

74  M=millions; K=thousands
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8.2.5. NEWSPAPERS
The following table presents all the newspapers in paper version mentioned by interviewees and formally identified. Some 
intersect the websites mentioned in section 8.2.4 since most newspapers have both a paper and an internet version.

Table 19: Newspapers (paper version)

NAME LOGO COUNTRIES OF 
DISTRIBUTION

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION 

CONTENT 
SUMMARY

Al Tariq
مجلة الطريق Lebanon

Based in Beirut
Launched in 1941 
Arabic

Political analysis
Left

Al Wassit
جريدة الوسيط

Various Arabic 
countries 

Launched in 1991
Weekly
Arabic

Commercial ads

Al Nahar
جريدة النهار Lebanon

Based in Beirut
Daily
Launched in 1933
Arabic

Political analysis
Centre-left

Liberal
Pluralist

Al Safeer
جريدة السفري Lebanon

Daily
Launched in 1974
Arabic
Closed 2017/01/31 

Political analysis

Sayidati
مجلة سيديت Saudi Arabia

Based in Riyadh
Weekly
Launched in 1981
Arabic; English

Women’s interests

Sabah 
Gazetesi Turkey

Based in Istanbul
Daily
Launched in 2011
Turkish

Political analysis 
Social 

conservatism
Right wing

Cumhuriyet Turkey

Based in Istanbul
Daily 
Launched in 1924
Turkish

Centre-left 
political analysis

Posta Turkey

Based in Istanbul
Daily
Launched in 1995
Turkish

Entertainment
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Vatan Turkey

Based in Istanbul
Daily 
Launched in 2002
Turkish

Political analysis
Social Democracy

Centre-left

Yeni Şafak Turkey

Based in Istanbul
Daily 
Launched in 1994
Turkish

Islamist
Conservative

8.3. STATISTICAL COMMENTS
8.3.1. RE-WEIGHTING

8.3.1.1.Complete table of quotas (real weights)

Table 20: Combined quotas (region, age and gender)

  proportion 
of region 

12 to 17 
female  

12 to 17 
male 

18 to 59 
female 

18 to 59 
male 

over 60 
female  

over 60 
male  

JO Mafraq 5.7% 0.60% 0.62% 2.13% 1.96% 0.20% 0.14% 

JO Irbid 4.8% 0.51% 0.53% 1.82% 1.68% 0.17% 0.12% 

JO Zarqa 3.9% 0.41% 0.43% 1.46% 1.34% 0.14% 0.10% 

JO Amman 6.3% 0.67% 0.70% 2.38% 2.19% 0.22% 0.16% 

LB North Lebanon 9.0% 1.00% 1.05% 3.71% 2.82% 0.23% 0.18% 

LB Bekaa 12.9% 1.43% 1.50% 5.31% 4.03% 0.33% 0.26% 

TR Istanbul 17.1% 1.66% 1.95% 5.75% 6.89% 0.41% 0.39% 

TR Gaziantep 11.8% 1.14% 1.34% 3.96% 4.75% 0.29% 0.27% 

TR Sanliurfa 15.0% 1.45% 1.71% 5.05% 6.05% 0.36% 0.34% 

TR Hatay 13.7% 1.33% 1.56% 4.61% 5.53% 0.33% 0.31% 
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8.3.1.2.Interviews achieved 
Table 21: Syrian refugees interviewed (total 782)

Table 22: Host community members interviewed (total 322)

  
12 to 
17 
female  

12 to 
17 
male 

18 to 
59 
female 

18 to 
59 
male 

over 
60 
female  

over 60 
male  

Total by 
location 

Total by 
country 

JO Mafraq 8 8 30 27 6 6 85 

264 
JO Irbid 6 6 20 18 3 4 57 

JO Zarqa 4 5 17 16 3 3 48 

JO Amman 7 7 29 25 3 3 74 

LB North 
Lebanon 12 10 27 34 3 3 89 

193 

LB Bekaa 17 16 36 24 5 6 104 

TR Istanbul 9 8 25 27 3 4 76 

325 
TR Gaziantep 8 12 23 30 7 6 86 

TR Sanliurfa 2 5 25 45 4 7 88 

TR Hatay 6 6 26 28 6 3 75 

Total 79 83 258 274 43 45 782 782 

 

  
12 to 
17 
female  

12 to 
17 
male 

18 to 
59 
female 

18 to 
59 
male 

over 
60 
female  

over 60 
male  

Total by 
location 

Total by 
country 

JO Mafraq 2 2 6 5 1 1 17 

102 
JO Irbid 3 3 9 11 2 1 29 

JO Zarqa 2 2 9 7 1 2 23 

JO Amman 3 3 14 10 1 2 33 

LB North 
Lebanon 6 5 18 18 1 2 50 113 

LB Bekaa 7 7 25 20 2 2 63 

TR Istanbul 4 4 12 11 1 2 34 

107 
TR Gaziantep 2 2 7 8 1 1 21 

TR Sanliurfa 3 4 8 7 1 1 24 

TR Hatay 3 3 10 8 2 2 28 

Total 35 35 118 105 13 16 322 322 
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8.3.1.3. Weights in sample
Table 23: Weights in sample (Syrian refugees)

Table 24: Weights in sample (Host communities)

  12 to 17 
female  

12 to 17 
male 

18 to 59 
female 

18 to 59 
male 

over 60 
female  

over 60 
male  

JO Mafraq 1.0% 1.0% 3.8% 3.5% 0.8% 0.8% 

JO Irbid 0.8% 0.8% 2.6% 2.3% 0.4% 0.5% 

JO Zarqa 0.5% 0.6% 2.2% 2.0% 0.4% 0.4% 

JO Amman 0.9% 0.9% 3.7% 3.2% 0.4% 0.4% 

LB North 
Lebanon 1.5% 1.3% 3.5% 4.3% 0.4% 0.4% 

LB Bekaa 2.2% 2.0% 4.6% 3.1% 0.6% 0.8% 

TR Istanbul 1.2% 1.0% 3.2% 3.5% 0.4% 0.5% 

TR Gaziantep 1.0% 1.5% 2.9% 3.8% 0.9% 0.8% 

TR Sanliurfa 0.3% 0.6% 3.2% 5.8% 0.5% 0.9% 

TR Hatay 0.8% 0.8% 3.3% 3.6% 0.8% 0.4% 

 

  12 to 17 
female  

12 to 17 
male 

18 to 59 
female 

18 to 59 
male 

over 60 
female  

over 60 
male  

JO Mafraq 0.6% 0.6% 1.9% 1.6% 0.3% 0.3% 

JO Irbid 0.9% 0.9% 2.8% 3.4% 0.6% 0.3% 

JO Zarqa 0.6% 0.6% 2.8% 2.2% 0.3% 0.6% 

JO Amman 0.9% 0.9% 4.3% 3.1% 0.3% 0.6% 

LB North 
Lebanon 1.9% 1.6% 5.6% 5.6% 0.3% 0.6% 

LB Bekaa 2.2% 2.2% 7.8% 6.2% 0.6% 0.6% 

TR Istanbul 1.2% 1.2% 3.7% 3.4% 0.3% 0.6% 

TR Gaziantep 0.6% 0.6% 2.2% 2.5% 0.3% 0.3% 

TR Sanliurfa 0.9% 1.2% 2.5% 2.2% 0.3% 0.3% 

TR Hatay 0.9% 0.9% 3.1% 2.5% 0.6% 0.6% 
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Table 25: Re-weighting coefficients (refugees)

Table 26: Re-weighting coefficients (host communities)

  12 to 17 
female  

12 to 17 
male 

18 to 59 
female 

18 to 59 
male 

over 60 
female  

over 60 
male  

JO Mafraq 0.58 0.61 0.56 0.57 0.26 0.19 

JO Irbid 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.44 0.24 

JO Zarqa 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.36 0.26 

JO Amman 0.74 0.78 0.64 0.68 0.58 0.42 

LB North 
Lebanon 0.65 0.82 1.08 0.65 0.60 0.48 

LB Bekaa 0.66 0.73 1.15 1.31 0.52 0.34 

TR Istanbul 1.44 1.91 1.80 2.00 1.08 0.76 

TR Gaziantep 1.12 0.88 1.35 1.24 0.32 0.35 

TR Sanliurfa 5.68 2.67 1.58 1.05 0.71 0.38 

TR Hatay 1.73 2.04 1.39 1.54 0.43 0.82 

 

  12 to 17 
female  

12 to 17 
male 

18 to 59 
female 

18 to 59 
male 

over 60 
female  

over 60 
male  

JO Mafraq 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.3 0.6 0.5 

JO Irbid 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.4 

JO Zarqa 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.2 

JO Amman 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.3 

LB North 
Lebanon 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.3 

LB Bekaa 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 

TR Istanbul 1.3 1.6 1.5 2.0 1.3 0.6 

TR Gaziantep 1.8 2.2 1.8 1.9 0.9 0.9 

TR Sanliurfa 1.6 1.4 2.0 2.8 1.2 1.1 

TR Hatay 1.4 1.7 1.5 2.2 0.5 0.5 

 

8.3.1.4. Coefficients applied 
Each coefficient is computed as the division of the real weight of the considered category (figures presented in  8.3.1.1) by its 
weight in the sample (figures presented in  8.3.1.3). For example, the category “18 to 59 male Syrian refugee in Irbid (Jordan)” 
represent 2.3% of the sample but only 1.68% of the real population, the coefficient is 1.68% / 2.3% = 0.73, as presented below 
(their importance is reduced by about one quarter). 
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8.3.2.  EXCHANGE RATES USED 

8.3.3. MULTI CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS (MCA) 

8.3.4. CLUSTERING

A MCA (Multi Correspondence Analysis) was performed on several socio-demographics variables (age, current revenue, host coun-
try, refugees/host communities, educational level and gender) in order to obtain a visual representation of all these variables on a 
plan
The variables “refugees/host communities”, “revenue” and “educational level” are the three major contributors 
to the first dimension (horizontal, X axis). They explain the distribution of the dots representing the various studied behaviours along 
the horizontal X axis. On the left of this horizontal X axis, people are more educated and richer, and more likely to be from host 
communities, while on the right they are poorer and less educated, and more likely to be Syrian refugees. 
The variables “gender” and “host country” are the two major contributors to the second dimension (vertical, Y axis). They 
explain the distribution of the dots representing the various studied behaviours along the vertical Y axis. At the top, people are from 
Jordan (left) or Turkey (right) and male, while at the bottom they are female and from Lebanon.

A cluster analysis (complete-linkage cluster analysis) was performed using five different socio-demographic variables: gender, 
refugee/host, age, revenue and education. The clustering algorithm proposes different scales, from the largest number 
of groups (one group per respondent) to the smaller (one group containing all respondents). When the number of groups decreases, 
the similarity within each group also decreases. There is a trade-off between a small number of group and a high level of similarity 
within each group. 

Table 27: Exchange rates used

Figure 12: Clustering algorithm

Syrian Pounds of 2011 were converted to Euros at the rate of 0.015143565 67 . 

 To Euro Source   Date 

Jordanian Dinar 1.3224 OANDA75 March 15th, 2017 

Lebanese Pound 0.0006 OANDA March 15th, 2017 

Turkish Lira 0.2521 OANDA March 15th, 2017 

United States Dollar 0.2521 OANDA March 15th, 2017 

 

                                            
75 https://www.oanda.com/currency/converter/  

75  https://www.oanda.com/currency/converter/ 
76 Source: http://www.calcprofi.com/exchange-rate-history-us-dollar-to-syrian-pound.html?date=2011 for March 2011, combined with http://www.xe.com/
currencycharts/?from=USD&to=EUR&view=10Y
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It was decided to extract four clusters from this process. This clustering analysis allows to create non-obvious breakdowns, 
through homogenous groups based on a combination of socio-demographic variables. The four clusters retained are:

The following tables give the complete details about the composition of each cluster 77 . 

• Cluster 1: younger, richer people, more host communities than Syrian refugees
• Cluster 2: younger, poorer people, more Syrian refugees than host communities
• Cluster 3: older, poorer people, almost all Syrian refugees 
• Cluster 4: older, richer people

Table 28: Clustering (refugees / host communities)

 
                      100.00     100.00     100.00     100.00      100.00 
           Total         250        281        180        366       1,077 
                                                                         
                       47.20      16.37       3.33      36.34       28.13 
Host communities         118         46          6        133         303 
                                                                         
                       52.80      83.63      96.67      63.66       71.87 
        Refugees         132        235        174        233         774 
                                                                         
     refugeehost           1          2          3          4       Total
                                  group_cluster

77  The total is 1077 and not 1104 because some respondents, who were not able to evaluate the current household revenue (for example very young 
respondents), are not taken into account.

Table 29: Clustering (detailed age groups)

                 100.00     100.00     100.00     100.00      100.00 
     Total         250        281        180        366       1,077 
                                                                   
                  0.00       0.00      20.00      30.33       13.65 
   over 56           0          0         36        111         147 
                                                                   
                  0.00       0.00      13.33      20.49        9.19 
  46 to 55           0          0         24         75          99 
                                                                   
                  0.00       0.00      20.00      22.40       10.96 
  40 to 45           0          0         36         82         118 
                                                                   
                  0.00       6.05      20.00      14.21        9.75 
  35 to 39           0         17         36         52         105 
                                                                   
                  0.40      11.74       8.33       9.02        7.61 
  31 to 34           1         33         15         33          82 
                                                                   
                  9.60      14.59      15.00       3.55        9.75 
  27 to 30          24         41         27         13         105 
                                                                   
                 19.60      13.88       3.33       0.00        8.73 
  23 to 26          49         39          6          0          94 
                                                                   
                 20.80      15.30       0.00       0.00        8.82 
  18 to 22          52         43          0          0          95 
                                                                   
                 25.60      18.86       0.00       0.00       10.86 
  16 to 17          64         53          0          0         117 
                                                                   
                 24.00      19.57       0.00       0.00       10.68 
  12 to 15          60         55          0          0         115 
                                                                   
    groups           1          2          3          4       Total
      aged                  group_cluster
  Detailed  
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Table 30: Clustering (revenue groups, € per month)

                 100.00     100.00     100.00     100.00      100.00 
     Total         250        281        180        366       1,077 
                                                                   
                 78.40       0.00       0.00      43.72       33.05 
        10         196          0          0        160         356 
                                                                   
                 12.80       0.00       0.00       8.47        5.85 
  Over 500          32          0          0         31          63 
                                                                   
                  4.40       2.14       0.00       8.47        4.46 
400 to 500          11          6          0         31          48 
                                                                   
                  4.40      19.22       0.00      15.03       11.14 
350 to 400          11         54          0         55         120 
                                                                   
                  0.00      21.71       0.00      12.02        9.75 
300 to 350           0         61          0         44         105 
                                                                   
                  0.00      22.78       0.00      11.48        9.84 
250 to 300           0         64          0         42         106 
                                                                   
                  0.00      15.30      15.56       0.82        6.87 
200 to 250           0         43         28          3          74 
                                                                   
                  0.00       9.96      35.56       0.00        8.54 
150 to 200           0         28         64          0          92 
                                                                   
                  0.00       3.20      17.78       0.00        3.81 
120 to 150           0          9         32          0          41 
                                                                   
                  0.00       5.69      31.11       0.00        6.69 
 Under 120           0         16         56          0          72 
                                                                   
    month)           1          2          3          4       Total
(euros per                  group_cluster
   revenue  
 household  
   Current  
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Table 31: Clustering (educational levels)

                            100.00     100.00     100.00     100.00      100.00 
                Total         250        281        180        366       1,077 
                                                                              
                            12.40       7.12       2.22       8.20        7.89 
       Higher studies          31         20          4         30          85 
                                                                              
                            32.00      13.88      11.11      18.85       19.31 
      Upper secondary          80         39         20         69         208 
                                                                              
                            32.00      34.16      25.56      22.13       28.13 
      Lower secondary          80         96         46         81         303 
                                                                              
                            23.60      44.84      61.11      50.82       44.66 
     None and primary          59        126        110        186         481 
                                                                              
           edu_groups           1          2          3          4       Total
                                       group_cluster

Table 32: Clustering (gender)
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Table 33: Syrian refugees’ questionnaires guidelines

LABEL: ENGLISH LABEL: ARABIC 

LOCATION & ID موقع وتعريف 

ENUNERATOR ONLY: gender of the interviewee سؤال للموظف فقط: جنس الشخص الُمقابَل 

What year did you arrive to your current country? بأي سنة وصلت الى البلد الحالي؟ 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: country سؤال للموظف فقط: البلد 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: region موظف فقط: المحافظة سؤال لل 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: district سؤال للموظف فقط: القضاء او المنطقة 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: interview setting سؤال للموظف فقط: مكان المقابلة 

Where do you live?  أين تعيش؟ 

AT HOME في المنزل 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: general description of the 
household ال للموظف فقط: وصف للوضع العامسؤ 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: Is the TV on? سؤال للموظف فقط: هل التلفاز شغال االن؟ 

TV ON قناة شغالة 

ENUMERATOR ONLY: What kind of TV channel is on?   سؤال للموظف فقط: ما هو نوع القناة التي االن شغالة
 في التلفاز؟

ENUMERATOR ONLY: Which TV channel exactly?  

Specify other 
 سؤال للموظف فقط: ما هي هذه القناة بالتحديد؟

 حدد القنات االخرى

Which host country channel? 

Specify other host country channel 
 ما هي القناة في البلد المضيف؟

 حدد القنات االخرى في البلد المضيف

If other category, specify channel's name and kind  إذا أخرى. حدد اسم ونوع القناة 

Take picture if you can't recognize channel خذ صورة ان لم تستطع تحديد اسم القناة 

GENERAL PROFILE الملف الشخصي العام 

How old are you? كم عمرك؟ 

What is your main first language?  ما لغتك األم؟ 

Other first language حدد لغة أم أخرى 

Do you speak another language? هل تتكلم لغة أخرى؟ 

What other languages can you speak? ما هي اللغات األخرى التي يمكنك التحدث بها؟ 

Other spoken language حدد اللغات االخرى متحدث بها 

What is your marital status? ئلي؟ما هو وضعك العا 

8.4. QUESTIONNAIRES 
8.4.1. REFUGEES 

The dynamic digital structure of the questionnaire (with the various skip patterns, relevance expressions, constraints and filters) 
cannot be fully reproduced on paper, but the list of questions is presented below: 
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8.4.2.  HOST COMMUNITIES 
The host community questionnaire was designed as a truncated and adapted version of the refugee questionnaire, in order 
to allow for aggregations and comparisons. The dynamic digital structure of the questionnaire (with the various skip patterns, 
relevance expressions, constraints and filters) cannot be fully reproduced on paper, but the list of questions used is presented 
below: 
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Table 6: Host communities’ questionnaires guidelines

8.4.2.  HOST COMMUNITIES 
The host community questionnaire was designed as a truncated and adapted version of the refugee questionnaire, in order to allow for 
aggregations and comparisons. The dynamic digital structure of the questionnaire (with the various skip patterns, relevance 
expressions, constraints and filters) cannot be fully reproduced on paper, but the list of questions used is presented below: 
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